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N ew spaperBy Rose BoyerPhotos by Sarah Galbraith
Katie Bonnet (left) and Emily Hirning (right) are about halfway finished with their worksheet. Kids in Dan Adcock's fourth-grade 
class at Chief Charlo Elementary are paired up and then given a series of questions that they search through that day's paper for.
On a Thursday afternoon at Chief Charlo 
Elementary School in Missoula, Mont., fourth-grade 
teacher Dan Adcock lets his students stay in at recess 
it’s cold outside -  to work on their very own 
personal newspapers. Students must name the 
newspapers using their own first or last names, and 
then fill in the one-page papers with stories about 
important events in their lives. One girl pastes a story 
about when she was diagnosed with scoliosis next to a 
story about the day she met her best friend. The
purpose of the assignment has less to do with news 
than with learning how to write in the third person, 
Adcock says.
While Adcock’s fourth-graders are too young to 
enjoy reading most newspaper articles, assignments 
like this one get them thinking about papers and their 
purpose. Adcock, who receives the Missoulian in his 
classroom every day for free through the Newspapers 
in Education program, sometimes reads stories aloud 
to his students and tries to do the activities that are
D
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suggested in the monthly NIE newsletter.
While Adcock’s main concern is giving his class a 
good education, his habit of using newspapers as 
teaching tools might also be helping the newspaper 
industry -  an industry that needs help.
According to 
“The Vanishing 
Newspaper,” a 
book by Philip 
Meyer, newspaper 
journalism is in 
trouble.
Newspaper 
household 
penetration in 
2001 was about 
half of what it 
was when it 
peaked in the 
1920s, he says.
David Mindich, in 
his book “Tuned 
Out: Why 
Americans Under 
40 Don’t Follow 
the News,” takes a 
look at what age
groups are reading the newspaper and paying 
attention to the news. “While more than 70 percent of 
older Americans read a newspaper every day, a habit 
they picked up in their youth,” he reports, “less than 
20 percent of young Americans do so now.”
Mindich questions whether young people are going 
to the Internet for news. The answer is no. In a 2002 
survey asking 18-to-24-year-olds their preferred news 
source, only 11 percent chose the Internet.
It seems obvious that the decline of newspaper 
penetration and young readership are related. What is 
not so obvious is why young people are not 
developing the habit of reading the daily news, and, 
more importantly, what needs to be done to get them 
started again.
The goal of the NIE program, which most Montana 
daily newspapers participate in, is to start people 
reading the newspaper at a young age.
The larger Montana papers tend to have more 
involved NIE programs and more features in the 
paper for kid readers. Butte’s Montana Standard, for 
example, has a very dedicated NIE coordinator, 
Laurie Tripp. Tripp distributes about 1,250 papers to
Butte and surrounding area schools every week. 
“We have a pretty good program,” she says. “I 
probably have one of the best.”
Tripp collaborates regularly with teachers to help 
them integrate newspapers into their individual
teaching styles.
The Missoulian 
has a long history 
of reaching out to 
younger readers, 
says Lynne 
Schwanke, a 
religion editor 
who also 
manages 
“Represent,” a 
section in which 
high school 
writers contribute 
a page of news 
twice a month, 
and “4U,” in 
which
grade-school kids 
are given a page 
twice a month. 
“Represent” has 
been in the paper for nine years, and “4U” for 11. 
Before that there was the “Bulletin Board,” a section 
of the Sunday paper that spotlighted student work 
mailed in by teachers.
“It’s really important for kids to see their name in 
the paper,” Schwanke says.
One of the best opportunities for Missoula’s youth 
to see their names in the paper comes every year in 
the second week of March, NIE Week. Starting in 
February, K-12 students can compete to create a 
classified ad, a regular ad or a weather drawing, or 
they can choose to write an editorial or draw an 
editorial cartoon. The Missoulian selects the winners 
of all the categories and publishes them in a 43-page 
NIE insert.
Schwanke is no longer the NIE coordinator at the 
Missoulian, but she was for 19 years, from 1982 to 
2001. She would discuss with teachers why 
newspapers are important and how to read them 
intelligently, as news sources.
“Teach students the paper’s own intrinsic value 
before using it as a ‘workbook,’” one of her handouts 
says.
The fourth-graders work hard, determining which section contains the opinions and 
even finding a few comics. Adcock incorporates newspapers into the curriculum 
several times a year and says the kids are eager to absorb the information.
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Schwanke also traveled regularly to teach in 
classrooms. Teaching the very young kids about the 
importance of reading newspapers, she says, was 
initially a challenge. When they tried to look at the 
newspapers, they would start crying because they 
couldn't hold them up or keep them together. So 
Schwanke decided to start out her lesson with a 
puppet show. Using paper plates, Popsicle sticks, 
glitter and a few other odds and ends, Schwanke 
designed 13 different puppets.
Sitting in front of a class holding up Gilda Good 
News, a happy-faced puppet with yellow-yam braids, 
Schwanke would say, “Now let’s visit with Gilda 
Good News. Gilda especially likes the feature stories 
in the newspaper about interesting people, their jobs 
and hobbies. Sometimes feature stories are called 
human interest stories, and Gilda is interested in all 
the things humans do.” Other puppets included Suzy 
Sad News, Oliver Opinion, Mr. B.I.G. Business and 
Clara Ann Classified.
After talking about each puppet, Schwanke handed 
out newspapers, and by that time the kids were so 
excited to have their own paper that it didn’t matter 
anymore that they couldn’t read it, or even hold it 
together. “Can I have this? Can I take this home?” 
they asked her in disbelief.
The Helena Independent Record and the Great 
Falls Tribune also employ active NIE coordinators. 
Many of the smaller Montana papers have less active 
NIE programs, but they still make sure that newspa­
pers are available to any interested teacher in their 
circulation area.
Because donating papers increases distribution 
records, newspapers are required to charge a minimal 
fee for each paper -  normally one-quarter of the 
regular price. Instead of requiring the schools to pay, 
most NIE coordinators or circulation managers solicit 
donations from community businesses.
Becky Haddad, owner of The Book Exchange in 
Missoula, was happy to donate more than $300 to the 
Missoulian'1 s NIE fund in 2004. “As booksellers we’re 
interested in encouraging kids to read in any format,” 
she says. “Readers are readers.”
The list of other sponsors varies from banks to 
grocery stores to gyro shops.
But whether a newspaper can actively reach out to 
younger readers depends on if it can afford to pay an 
NIE director for the time it takes not only to collect 
funds and distribute papers, but also to become 
involved with teachers and classes.
Kyle Douglass concentrates on his newspaper 
assignment. The assignments can be anything from 
finding someone famous on the front page to getting 
the score of a basketball game.
While not every Montana paper is lucky enough to 
have NIE coordinators like Tripp or Schwanke, they 
at least do a good job of getting newspapers into 
schools. Much of the responsibility is then left to 
teachers like Chief Charlo’s Dan Adcock.
Once NIE coordinators and teachers have done all 
that they can to inspire young people to be interested 
in the news, the newspaper industry can only wait and 
see if these efforts will save the future of newspapers 
and help to raise informed citizens.
Rose Boyer is a graduate student in the 
print journalism program at the 
University o f Montana. She will be 
interning this summer at The Livingston 
Enterprise in her hometown.
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By Rebekah 
McDonald
Photo
illustration by 
Sarah Galbraith 
and Rebekah 
McDonald
Is journalism school
necessary?
Professionals 
and professors 
agree that journalism 
school can be a prerequisite for 
a good job in the journalistic field
Students at 110 accredited journalism schools in the United States pay thousands of dollars for tuition and fees. They submit stories, 
photographs, design projects and broadcast segments 
with the hope of learning a trade and finding work 
when they graduate.
They compete with graduates from more than 400 
journalism and communication programs for jobs at 
newspapers, magazines, broadcast stations and 
online news sources. While employers sometimes
hire from the pool of recent college graduates, they 
also acquire staff already seasoned in the 
professional world, even hiring community members 
with no formal journalism training.
Considering the plethora of media outlets and the 
thousands of college graduates dumped into the job 
market each year, one begins to wonder, “How 
important is a degree in journalism to working in the 
journalism field?”
Editors and professors agree that the first step in
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picking a good candidate from the pile of resumes 
on their desks is the quality of the applicant’s work 
itself Clips, articles, stories, segments and 
photographs are key to proving whether candidates 
have what it takes to perform the job.
There is some disagreement as to the second-most 
attractive quality in an applicant’s resume. Tim 
Janicke, editor of the Kansas City Star Magazine, 
said he places strong emphasis on an applicant’s 
general knowledge and awareness. Janicke says he 
generally looks to see if applicants attended college 
and graduated with a liberal arts education or 
journalism degree.
Former recruiter for The Washington Post, Bill 
Elsen, agrees that a journalism 
degree is not necessary, but 
helpful, in finding a job. Elsen said 
a journalism degree is important 
because there are so many people 
applying for jobs, but he would not 
discount someone with another 
degree.
“A significant number of really 
good schools don’t teach journalism,” Elsen said.
Edwin McCoy, editor of the Fincastle Herald, a 
small weekly paper in Virginia, said he has only 
hired one person without a college degree in his 30 
years at the paper. While sifting through applications 
he looks to see if recent college graduates have a 
communication or journalism background. He also 
looks to see if they’ve worked for their student 
newspaper or had a significant amount of fieldwork.
When applicants are not recent college graduates, 
he places a strong emphasis on their interviews and 
knowledge of the community. McCoy said that he is 
more likely to hire applicants who hail from 
programs in which he’s had good employees and 
interns in the past.
Still other employers emphasize different 
qualities.
“I like people who have dual degrees or a 
significant minor,” said Courtney Lowery, managing 
editor at New West, an online news source for the 
Rocky Mountain region.
Lowery believes employers are getting sick of Ivy 
League applicants and finds personality and clips to 
be the key. Lowery, a journalism graduate from the 
University of Montana, has found that potential 
employers are often refreshed that she is from a
' It’s more about
smaller school.
In journalism, probably more than any other field, 
she said, “it’s more about what you can do than 
what’s on your resume.”
Susanne Shaw, executive director of the 
Accrediting Council on Education in Journalism and 
Mass Communications and a Kansas University 
journalism professor, said that speaking another 
language is a very important skill for a job applicant. 
Shaw said that a journalism degree or liberal arts 
degree is preferable, and that it’s the courses, 
experiences, internships and clips that count, not 
grades.
Shaw also suggested that each cover letter should 
be tailored to the newspaper it is sent
w hat you can do 
than w h at’s on 
your resume
•Courtney Lowery, managing 
editor at New West
to. She said that her previous students 
have had good success in securing jobs 
with their journalism degrees.
“I think that there are jobs available, 
if students are willing to go anywhere,” 
she said.
Director of Michigan State 
University’s Journalism School, Jane 
Briggs-Bunting, said that a journalism degree gives 
graduates a solid head start when applying for jobs.
Graduates who have had journalism-specific 
classes like law and ethics can help keep themselves 
and their publications out of a lot of trouble. “No 
one holds your hand in a newsroom anyway,” 
Briggs-Bunting said. Graduates of journalism 
schools are more prepared to be thrown into the 
field.
Briggs-Bunting also said that the applicant’s 
references are a key component. She feels 
networking is an important part of the journalism 
community, and the names that an applicant lists can 
be telling of their past experiences.
So is journalism school necessary or important to 
being hired as a journalist?
All in all most professionals and professors chose 
college graduates when hiring journalists for their 
publication. Many said journalism degrees are 
helpful because of the fieldwork and experience 
students gain while completing their degrees.
Rebekah McDonald is a 2006 graduate of the 
University of Montana with a dual major in 
journalism and environmental studies.
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Challenging the power structure
“During times of universal deceit, telling the truth becomes a revolutionary act. ”
— George Orwell
Power sources 
-Media 
-Journalists 
-Corporations 
-Politics 
-The People 
-Bloggers
Blog function 
-Open
conversation 
-Gathering 
grounds 
-Free of rigid 
boundaries
Blog themes 
-Journalism 
-Politics 
-Environment 
-Poetry
- Snowboarding
-Religion
-Music
-Relationships
-Pets
-Books
-Art
Set blog ethics 
-None
By Christine Boese
Picture the prototypical American "town square,” the idealistic vision of 
Jeffersonian democracy: gathering spots that people used to pass through almost 
every day, places that were the center of community life. Announcements and ideas 
were disseminated in these spaces. Anyone could set up a soapbox and start talking, 
although, as Clem Work has found in his research into the enforcement of the 
Montana sedition law in Montana in the early 20th century, there were very real 
attempts to squelch certain kinds of speech in some public squares.
Where do people gather to participate in their communities now? Aside from street 
festivals and parades, the few civic gatherings that remain take place in restricted or 
private spaces, in schools, churches, shopping malls and sports arenas. We have 
protections in the Constitution not only for speech, but also for the right to assemble. 
Activists of many stripes are bemoaning the loss of the true "commons,” spaces that 
are set aside as the public domain, shared spaces that belong to everyone.
Journalists often have an explicit goal to cover community activities, and as such, 
they monitor and report on what happens in the "commons." But as the commons 
disappear, more often than not, journalists seek entry into the private spaces where 
decisions that affect communities are made. One unintended result of this shift is that 
journalists focus less on their communities and instead become willing satellites 
circling a class of power brokers, somewhat like the courtiers during Shakespeare’s 
time.
A journalist has an ethical obligation to go where people are exercising their right 
to assemble and to monitor and cover the community, even if that community is a 
"global village." While face-to-face commons are disappearing, there still are places 
where people gather to discuss the events that affect their lives, participating in 
democracy in a most direct way.
And in the online “blogosphere,” people are gathering. They're writing and editing 
their own customized interactive “newspapers” with headline readers and research 
they've done on their own, weighing and analyzing, making up their own minds 
instead of letting some editor in the employ of a mass media conglomerate tell them 
what to think.
While the term "blog" was accepted into The Merriam-Webster Dictionary in 2004, 
few people profess to know very much about Web logs or the “blog movement.” If 
they do have an impression, it’s often of self-obsessed teenagers putting too much 
private information online, or of anonymous and irresponsible talk radio-style 
rantings of the far right and left.
The problem is that blog software and the blog movement are two very different 
things. Blog software is a tool that can be used for a wide range of purposes. The 
blog movement is a social phenomenon having a very real impact at this moment in 
history.
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The vast majority of what's being put online using 
blog software has very little to do with the blog 
movement, per se. There are cooking-recipe group 
blogs. About.com was converted to blog software 
several years ago. The University of Minnesota 
library is giving students blog space for learning in a 
project called UThink. Harvard Law School is using
I f  social and political power were not in 
play in the day-to-day workings o f the 
mainstream press A N D  the blogosphere, 
none o f this would he an issues.
blogs to supplement teachings and discussions on 
legal issues. I have a poetry blog, my own 
idiosyncratic Norton Anthology, if you will.
I often tell people that blog software is a poor 
person's content management system. It’s like an 
empty coffee cup. What you pour into the cup is 
only bound by the limits of your imagination.
The database behind blog software is a 
terrific tool to hold all kinds of information for 
collaborative interactive access. I believe blog 
software will gobble up the entire Web because of 
the power of syndication and headline feed readers.
The blog movement is another thing altogether, 
and it’s having a considerable impact on journalism 
and journalistic ethics.
What the blog movement really does is reclaim the 
public commons for something that could 
approximate participatory democracy. Bloggers are 
having an impact on politics in the United States, 
most prominently at the national level. Increasingly, 
with grassroots political organizing, a tool called 
"Meetups," and citizen journalism, their impact is 
also beginning to be felt at state and local levels.
Why would journalists be leery of the blog 
movement? Perhaps its massive size and cacophony 
of voices are off-putting. Unlike with the public 
square, interactive online spaces place no limits on 
the number of soapboxes, and interfaces make rude 
"interruptions" impossible. Headline feed readers 
assist in the sorting and editing process, and other 
evolving features online let readers know where the 
crowds are gathering in the commons, and what 
ideas are being discussed there. In that respect, the 
movement of crowds online resembles a political 
caucus, where participants vote with their feet.
A journalist wouldn't expect every participant at a 
public hearing to be credible and quotable, but most 
often I hear journalists dismissing blogs because all 
bloggers aren't credible or reliable sources. Why 
should they be? Would a journalist give prominence 
to and quote any person on the street, even the drunk 
that comes stumbling out of a bar?
This electronic commons is also a hybrid, because 
it’s a publishing space as well as a social space, and 
that gives a different kind of dialogic voice to the 
movement. While one person at a public hearing 
may have a nutty reason for opposing a particular 
change in the city law, that person didn't used to 
have the power to publish that opinion and distribute 
it widely.
And that brings us to the most crucial issue 
between journalists and bloggers: power.
The folks who asked me to write this article 
probably expected me to discuss blogging codes of 
ethics, like the excellent one found at 
cyberjoumalist.net, or the “pledge” citizen 
journalists had to take at Dan Gillmor’s now failed 
“Bayosphere” project.
Or perhaps they wanted me to discuss the common 
complaint made by bloggers against mainstream 
media, that traditional media methods are too 
cloaked in a black box and could be ethically 
suspect, so members of the blogging community 
often advocate for holding themselves to higher 
standards of ethical transparency than the 
mainstream press currently follows.
Those are all important issues because they deal 
with accountability and corruption, but the reason 
they are concerned with accountability and 
corruption is power. Power corrupts. If social and 
political power were not in play in the day-to-day 
workings of the mainstream press AND the 
blogosphere, none of this would be an issue. Until 
now, mainstream media has been a fairly exclusive 
gatekeeper to those who hold power.
Journalists approach power brokers in exclusive 
places on behalf of their readers/listeners/viewers. 
They must work with their feet in two worlds: the 
world of the power brokers, and the world of the 
ordinary people they serve. Corruption and serious 
ethical lapses in journalism usually happen when a 
power broker convinces a journalist to use the power 
of communication in service of the broker instead of 
the people. Journalists can be targets of such
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seductions just as surely as politicians can, because 
they sit at choke points of power, the power of the 
filter that says, “This gets published this way,” and, 
“This doesn't get published at all.” There are people 
who would like to influence that filter for their own 
benefit, including journalists.
And so long as the world determined and defined 
by that set of filters is the only game in town, that 
world rules.
But then along came the bloggers. The blog 
movement has risen up in open rebellion against the 
common practices of mainstream media in a 
self-appointed role as a check and balance against a 
nonelected, nongovernmental entity that nonetheless 
wields great power. One major sector of the 
blogosphere devotes itself entirely to media 
criticism.
Why should bloggers have any power over huge 
media entities? Why should words disseminated over 
cyberspace, the words of millions of bloggers, 
amount to anything except a rising chorus of babble? 
If ethics are about how one uses power responsibly 
according to a set of values based on something 
other than personal gain, would bloggers need ethics 
if they had no real power?
A peculiar thing is happening to ordinary people in 
the United States. They may be participating in the 
public commons in cyberspace on their own time, 
but their employers are becoming interested in 
monitoring what they have to say. Unlike when you 
speak words into the air, words uttered in cyberspace 
live forever in the ethers, in Google's long memory. 
And some people who have signed their names to 
their words online are losing their jobs over what 
they have written.
Generally, one would assume the First Amendment 
right to free speech and freedom to assemble would 
cover a person in such instances. However, 
employers who would restrict or monitor employee 
speech acts in cyberspace could seemingly respond, 
"Why of course you have freedom of speech. You 
are free to speak all you want, just as you also are 
free to not work here."
Bloggers, dissenting radio stations with significant 
audiences but few advertisers, and divergent voices 
can be seen as a threat by powerful people who are 
willing to use their power to restrict such voices. 
Perhaps that’s because, as the writers of the U.S. 
Constitution understood, speech itself is powerful,
simply the power of a voice speaking its truth. The 
kings and lords of our world amass power and 
wealth at levels that are hard to imagine, yet it 
appears some of them tremble in the face of free and 
dissenting speech.
What, then, is the most ethical act a person can 
engage in right now? What would that radical 
pamphleteer Thomas Paine have done? Many 
journalists decry the fact that a number of bloggers 
are not using their real names and instead adopt 
pseudonyms on their sites. This, they say, is a lapse 
in ethics and it undermines the credibility of these 
sites.
Bloggers, on the other hand, have to find a way to 
keep a steady paycheck while speaking their truths 
to power. Free speech uttered while warming one’s 
hands over a barrel fire under a bridge has very little
The blog movement 
has risen up in open 
rebellion against the 
common practices of 
mainstream media.
communicative reach. Anonymity may breed 
irresponsibility and possibly risk libel, but which 
ethical value is higher: getting the story out, or 
stashing it away because the price of putting your 
name on it is too high?
Think of what our world would be like if the 
words of many pseudonymous writers in our past 
had never reached us, including that war 
correspondent and socialist Eric Blair, an advocate 
for clear and concrete writing and an opponent of the 
political use of language to deliberately lie and 
obfuscate. He did all that while lying about his own 
identity and hiding behind the fake name of George 
Orwell.
Christine Boese is a writer for CNN 
Headline News and was the T. Anthony 
Pollner Professor at the University o f 
Montana for Fall 2005.
Photo by Teresa Tamura
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Ethical iournalitm v public
The fine line between the 
journalism profession and 
civil responsibility. 
Journalists must give up 
their right to free speech in 
order to maintain credibility.
(By Jesse A Zirwes
A ccording to the Society of 
/  %  Professional Journalists’ Code 
JL. - ^ . o f  Ethics, the news media 
must seek the truth and report it as fully 
as possible. They must act independently, 
minimize harm and be accountable.
Photo illustration by Rebekah McDonald
Journalists have chosen not to be public advocates 
for specific causes or political candidates, or to be 
involved in public policies, said Joyce Delhi, 
director of the Editorial Development at Lee 
Enterprises. Conflict arises when a journalist’s 
private life as a citizen and public role as a reporter 
intersect.
According to Mizanur Rahman, editor at the 
Dallas Morning News, the public must believe that 
what journalists are reporting is true. It would be 
difficult for the public to trust a journalist if they 
thought he or she had conflicting interests or bias on 
a particular issue.
The Society of Professional Journalists says that
reporters must examine their own cultural values and 
avoid imposing those on others. They must support 
an open exchange of views, even if they do not 
personally agree.
As a reporter you must be able to balance your 
ability to do quality journalism against your personal 
desire to be politically active. It is ironic that once 
someone gets involved in journalism they must give 
up a certain amount of free speech, said Kelly 
McBride of the Poynter Institute in St. Petersburg, 
Fla. While McBride agrees that reporters shouldn’t 
have political bumper stickers on their cars, she 
doesn’t consider it unethical, as a private act, for 
reporters to vote in elections.
FTlilfrUJ
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Journalists can be involved in their communities 
and participate in non-leadership roles. They can 
attend church and be involved in their neighborhood 
association. Most people in the news media not only 
believe they have the right to vote, but that it’s a 
public responsibility.
However, there are some journalists who think 
that even voting can compromise their credibility.
It is a matter of personal choice, said Delhi.
As a journalist, you must refrain from making a 
public statement of your personal 
beliefs. Journalists are entitled to 
an opinion; however, they should 
not make their opinion publicly 
known. They cannot take action 
on a certain belief when it would 
represent a conflict of interest,
McBride said.
Reporters are human and will 
have biases, but they must work 
against their biases in order to be 
fair, accurate and serve the best 
interest of the public. Reporters must always make 
sure that their public actions do not hinder their 
credibility as journalists. For instance, they must 
give up their right of free speech at a war protest or 
they will never again be able to report on the topic 
of war without the public doubting their intentions.
In the same light, they can never march in a gay 
rights parade or an anti-abortion rally if they wish to 
write about these issues in the future.
Advocacy can limit one’s vision, Delhi said.
“If you participate in a protest, that excludes you 
from covering that issue,” McBride said.
The SPJ’s ethics code clearly states that a 
journalist should avoid conflicts of interests, real or 
perceived. They must remain free of associations and 
activities that may compromise integrity or damage 
credibility. Journalists should be free of obligation to 
any interest other than the public’s right to know.
In today’s society there are dishonest journalists 
who have ruined the credibility of the media in 
general. In 2005 the Bush administration paid 
columnists thousands of dollars to promote their 
policies. The money came from the public funds and 
tax dollars.
Print publications and journalists have been 
known to take advantage of their wide readership 
and the public’s trust by printing persuasive or
biased articles. This can be in the form of an 
unsigned editorial or a news article, which can lead 
the public to doubt the political objectivity of the 
publication or the reporter.
According to Rahman, journalists are not free to 
set their own ethical standards. The ethical standard 
of journalistic behavior is typically set by each 
individual news outlet.
Reporters need to respect public perceptions of 
their activities, and to value public observations
about their activities in and out of 
the newsroom, said Jodi Rave, 
national correspondent for Lee 
Enterprises.
But not actively participating 
in politics does not mean that a 
journalist cannot be involved in 
his or her community. In order to 
report accurately, journalists 
should participate in and be close 
to their towns and communities.
It is important for journalists to 
know how policies and politics affect everyday 
citizens. They must get out of the office, talk to peo­
ple and understand the social forces and biases that 
have shaped one’s own perspective, Delhi said.
However, this does not require advocacy for 
particular political groups.
In Pete Hamill’s book “News is a Verb,” he 
discusses the importance of journalists being 
involved in their communities. He wrote that 
newspapers should be tailored for a specific city, and 
therefore the editors, reporters and publishers must 
know that city.
According to the Poynter Institute’s ethical 
guidelines for journalists, reporters should consider 
what their journalistic purpose and ethical concerns 
are before setting out to report any story.
Above all journalists must follow one critical 
ethical principle, Rahman said -  maintaining their 
credibility with the public.
Jesse A. Zirwes is a senior in 
journalism and French at the 
University o f Montana. She will be an 
intern at Forbes Inc. this summer.
As a journalist, you 
must refrain from 
making a public 
statement of your 
personal beliefs.
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COPPER CUR/E
How tight was the Anaconda's media grasp?
By Clemens P. Work
It’s a tale of power politics, intrigue, scurrilous 
tactics, neglect, betrayal and cowardice. Of 
vituperative wordsmiths, scheming copper barons and 
editors with malleable ethics.
It’s also a story of courage, vision and brilliance, 
even of crusading journalism.
And because both sets of qualities coexisted, it’s a 
story of paradox and irony -  copper-lined irony.
The amazing story of Montana journalism in the 
first 70 years of statehood -  primarily the era of the 
Anaconda Copper Mining Company -  is about to be 
revealed in a richer, deeper, more complex manner 
than ever before. UM journalism professor Dennis 
Swibold’s “Copper Chorus: Mining, Politics and the 
Montana Press, 1889-1959” is being published by 
Montana Historical Society Press this October.
“I wrote it because I wanted to separate myth from 
reality,” said Swibold. Parts of the story had been told, 
but incompletely and often without the kind of details 
a veteran reporter knows are there for the mining.
Who were these editors? How did they work? How 
and why did newspapers change hands? How did they 
influence Montana history?
The “copper collar” version of Montana’s press in 
the Anaconda era goes like this: The mighty Anaconda 
Copper Mining Company owned virtually every 
Montana newspaper and used them to control state 
politics and get everything it wanted.
Not real close, said Swibold. A handful of daily 
newspapers, albeit among the larger organs, ended up 
in the Anaconda’s control, but political and economic 
maneuvering constantly changed the lineup of 
“copper papers.” And Montana’s press was hardly 
monolithic. Progressive weeklies, such as Miles 
Romney’s Western News in Hamilton, fought the 
company and won on important issues, including 
direct election of senators and the vote for women. 
Direct primaries, which the Anaconda hated because it 
ended back-room politics in political conventions, 
were also a product of the weeklies’ clout.
“People voted their interests,” said Swibold. 
Sometimes voters’ interests coincided with the 
Anaconda’s; sometimes they clashed.
True, the Anaconda’s hardheaded insistence on 
secrecy -  and bald-faced lies in denying ownership -  
perpetuated the myth of total control, and was used 
by opponents. It wasn’t until 1951 that the extent of 
its newspaper holdings was revealed.
Until then, “It was the worst-kept secret in 
Montana,” said Swibold. “The question is, how far 
did that influence go?”
The Anaconda’s press ownership was more 
accidental than planned, more a “community of 
interests” than a scheme for media domination, 
Swibold observed.
Each of the copper barons bought or started his 
own newspapers in the late 19th century to use as his 
mouthpieces in political and economic warfare.
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William A. Clark owned the Butte Miner, Marcus 
Daly started the Anaconda Standard and F. Augustus 
Heinze the Butte Reveille.
When the Anaconda gained dominance, it used its 
muscle to influence and buy newspapers. For 
example, the Helena Independent's shrill anti-labor 
stance before and during World War I coincided with 
the Anaconda’s politics. But it wasn’t until 1922 that 
editor Will Campbell, financially stressed from 
holding bad Liberty Loan notes, began borrowing 
from the company. By the mid-1930s, he was heavily 
in debt to the Anaconda.
Similarly, the Billings Gazette, 
owned by conservative 
Republicans, fit comfortably into 
the Anaconda’s “community of 
interests.” After the great post­
war drought in the early ’20s, 
when half the banks in the state 
closed and 60,000 homesteaders 
fled their dusty acres, the 
Anaconda stepped up investments 
in Gazette stock; by 1930, it 
owned two-thirds of the company 
(even though the publisher lied 
about it to the legislature in 
1935).
“I don’t think the extent to 
which Montanans co-opted themselves, by turning to 
the company for help, has been explained very well,” 
said Swibold.
The Anaconda invested money in its properties and 
brought readers news and features, such as writing by 
Jack London, often far more sophisticated than 
circulation figures implied. But by the same token, the 
company shrewdly used its newspapers as public 
relations organs to mount vociferous crusades against 
its foes.
The copper press attacked Gov. Joseph Dixon in his 
1924 re-election bid -  and his 1-percent mine tax 
initiative -  which it predicted would bring the 
Anaconda to its knees. “They ran the same stories, the 
same cartoons, the same ads,” said Swibold. The 
newspapers not only ignored most of Dixon’s 
platform, they trumpeted scurrilous accusations of 
neglect and extravagance. The Helena Independent 
jumped on the $12.50 cost of a gravy boat and made 
it the stuff of scandal, much like latter-day stories of 
$80,000 Pentagon toilets.
Dixon lost heavily to a mediocre Democrat, John E. 
“Honest John” Erickson. Ironically, voters approved 
Dixon’s mine tax.
That election was a watershed. Ending was an era 
of vituperative inkslingers, men such as Campbell of 
the Independent and Richard Kilroy, editor of 
Heinze’s Butte Evening News. An Irish immigrant 
with stints as a teacher, cowboy, peddler, faro dealer, 
bartender and high school football coach, Kilroy 
piloted the working-class Evening News down to the 
lowest common denominator, attacking the
Amalgamated (the Anaconda’s 
predecessor) with gusto. “He 
didn’t let the facts stand in the 
way of any political point he was 
trying to make,” said Swibold.
The newspaper folded after 
Heinze capitulated to the 
Amalgamated in 1906. Kilroy 
resurfaced in 1912 as a Democrat, 
editing the Anaconda-owned 
Missoula Sentinel — hardly the 
first time a Montana editor 
switched political allegiances to 
stay employed.
In the press era after about 
1930, characterized by historian 
K. Ross Toole as a “great grey 
blanket,” the Anaconda’s papers simply avoided 
everything controversial. Mining and energy stories 
weren’t covered. Local news was avoided in favor of 
“editorial Afghanistanism,” pages filled with foreign 
news. So flagrant and long-lasting was the copper 
press’s neglect of its own state that it became a major 
embarrassment to the Anaconda. Finally in 1959, it 
sold out to Lee Newspapers.
Lee’s continuing dominance in the state is a legacy 
of the copper era, but probably an unavoidable one, 
said Swibold. Chain ownership of multiple papers in a 
state has its worrisome aspects, but nothing like the 
era of the copper press. It was “bad for politics, bad 
for journalism, bad for democracy and bad for the 
company itself,” Swibold concluded. But it makes one 
heck of a story. ___________
Clem Work is director o f graduate 
studies at the University o f Montana 
School o f Journalism and editor o f the 
Montana Journalism Review.
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jV o m  postern to
V(M ‘Mushim students exp fain their tahe on the media
Saudi students shared traditional food and card games at the University of Montana’s International 
Culture and Food Festival March, 12 2006.
Story by Timothy Ratte 
Photos by John Andrulis
Eo many Westerners more than 30 years ago, the world of Islam was a mysterious realm of minarets and onion 
domes, palm-ringed oases and flying carpets. 
In 1979, the televisions and newspapers of 
Americans were flooded with new images of 
the Islamic world -  chanting mobs jabbing 
Kalashnikov rifles skyward, and bearing 
banners of the black-turbaned ayatollahs of 
Iran at the beginning of the 444-day Iran 
hostage crisis.
Since then, the Middle East’s media image 
in the United States has not improved much. 
The Gulf War gave Americans pictures of 
anti-aircraft fire streaking across the dark Iraqi 
skies, while TV stations played the sounds of
sirens and cable news anchors awaited the next 
possible Scud missile attack.
The world’s media visited Islamic culture 
again after the U.S.-led invasion of 
Afghanistan in 2001. Soon after, the cameras 
turned to Iraq once more, giving Americans 
another view of the cradle of human 
civilization -  this time, from inside tanks and 
humvees.
If, as Ambrose Bierce said, war is how 
Americans learn geography, then perhaps one 
could argue that its media coverage is how 
Americans get introduced to cultural 
anthropology -  news, along with movies and 
music, are the primary ways people learn 
about other cultures.
D
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From left, Khalid Al Ghamdi, Hamdah Al Ghamdi and their 
father Abdullah Al Ghamdi, who are from Riyadh, Saudi 
Arabia. Hamdah and Adbullah are both students at the 
University of Montana.
But how effective are the media, and how often do 
they just plain get it wrong?
For four Muslim students at the University of 
Montana, media in their various forms were the only 
way to learn about American culture before setting 
foot on its shores -  and their consensus is that the 
media both here and abroad are woefully flawed in 
the way they represent each others’ cultures.
“The Islamic culture isn’t represented truly in the 
American media, and that’s sad, because there are 
about 7 million Muslims in the United States and it’s 
growing,” said 19-year-old Hamdah Al Ghamdi, a 
UM English and linguistics student. “How could you 
ever come to me and tell me this is a free country? It 
won’t be a free country if not all people are 
represented.”
Hamdah and her father, Abdullah, are from 
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. Hamdah’s head-scarf and long
dress cover her completely — only her dark, 
expressive eyes and delicate hands are visible. She 
has been in the United States for four years.
Abdullah is a graduate student pursuing a master’s 
degree in education, which he will take back to 
Saudi Arabia to his job at the Ministry of Education. 
Abdullah offers one example that he and Hamdah 
say shows how Saudis are inaccurately represented.
“Everybody -  they know Oprah,” Abdullah said, 
presenting a transcript from Winfrey’s Web site of 
one of her television programs. The title of the show 
was “Women Across the Globe,” and discussed the 
everyday lives of women from other countries.
“The example from Saudi Arabia?” he said. “Rania 
Al Baz -  a women who was beaten by her 
husband.”
Hamdah said Al Baz was a Saudi television 
announcer, who, after being badly abused by her 
husband, broke social taboos by bringing domestic- 
violence issues to the forefront of Saudi media.
“If the title of the program was about domestic 
violence,” she said, “I wouldn’t have any problem 
with that, but all the other women in the program 
were talking about clothes and traditions and food 
and culture.”
“I agree that Rania Al Baz was oppressed by her 
husband,” Hamdah said, “but it was taken out of 
context.”
Abdullah also takes issue with the opening 
sentence of the article: “‘In Saudi Arabia, women are 
not allowed to drive a car, or travel without a male 
chaperone,”’ he reads.
“This is not a priority for Saudi women,” Hamdah 
interjects. “I consider women’s issues like divorced 
women, widows, education — all of those are 
priorities for Saudi women that should be focused on 
by the Western media. The Western media must 
show that Saudi women have priorities, as any 
women in the world, and driving cars isn’t a real 
priority.”
But the Al Ghamdi’s aren’t merely critical of 
Western media -  they blame all media for lack of 
objectivity and pandering to government agendas 
over the interests of the people.
Hamdah sees only two types of media in today’s 
world. “One is controlled by government, and the 
other -  I call it shy media — it’s not controlled by the 
government, but still has officials of the 
government in it. They’re shy to say the truth, 
because if they say the truth they’ll be fired or 
they’ll be called terrorists or be asked whether they 
are going to be with us or against us.”
“The point is, media shouldn’t be used by the
m
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powerful,” Abdullah said.
“Media should build a bridge between societies 
and countries and cultures,” he said. When he was 
young, he learned in school about the relationship 
between Saudi Arabia and the United States. “It was 
the strongest between Saudi Arabia and 
any other country, and nobody had a 
problem with that,” Abdullah said. “We 
knew there are
differences between American culture 
and Saudi, or Islamic or Arab culture.”
“In the Arab world, there need to be 
definitions for objectivity in free media 
in order for us to know what a free 
media could be,” Hamdah said, “but I 
can say that a lot of my information 
about the U.S. comes from observation 
about what the media is saying about 
Americans. I do not prefer to see 
Arabs talking about Americans -  I 
prefer to see Americans talking about 
themselves.
“I don’t see why the West calls for 
free media in the Middle East while 
not having it here. We need a model, 
actually -  we need an example to 
follow, but that example is just broken 
right now,” she said.
Hamdah said she is discouraged by 
what she perceives as a disconnect 
between the media and people 
regarding cultural differences between 
Islam and the West.
“I feel frustrated when I go out on 
the streets of the U.S. and I talk to 
people and they’re telling me, ‘Geez, 
we’re thinking the same thing as you do,”’ she said. 
“We just grew up in different countries, but we hope 
for the same thing -  we want peace, security, we 
want things that do not undermine our cultures -  and 
we want our kids to grow up in a safe world.”
i iT h  e Islamic 
culture isn't 
represented 
truly in the 
American 
media...
-Hamdah Al Ghamdi
national parks manager in the northwest province of 
Pakistan pursuing a master’s degree in wildlife 
biology at the University of Montana. He speaks his 
heavily accented English through an almost 
permanent smile and his bright eyes gleam as he 
talks.
He speaks to his family daily, and 
said he has noticed the changes in his 
nephew from his exposure to the 
Internet. “I feel the difference in him,” 
Lodhi said, “He is using slang, his 
English is much improved now.”
Lodhi said the Internet is changing the 
way people in his country get their 
information.
Until very recently most traditional 
forms of media have been run by the 
state and were known more for 
disseminating propaganda rather than 
news.
“There is one state-controlled 
television station,” he said, “It has got 
only censored and edited stuff and is 
always saying, ‘Everything is going 
OK.’ If there was an accident, and 20 
were killed, government media used to 
say only two were killed. But now for 
the last four or five years, we have 
private channels with pretty good 
news. They are broadcasting BBC or 
CNN.” But many newspapers, even 
private ones, do not escape some state 
management, he said.
“Most newspapers, though they are 
not state-owned, are controlled by the 
state in the sense that the government 
has funds for doing advertisement, so they come 
under the influence of the government -  they speak 
the language of the government and try to portray 
that whatever policy the government has adopted is 
the best.”
Lodhi said that Pakistani media has always 
maintained a posture that relations between the 
United States and Pakistan are rosy.
“Since [Pakistan’s] independence in 1947,” he 
said, “we have been a very strong ally of America, 
and government television and newspapers had been 
portraying that the U.S. is very much concerned 
about us.”
But he said he does not feel that U.S. news depicts 
Pakistan in a favorable light, because news images 
from his country often highlight the actions of a 
small percentage of Islamic extremists.
Asad Lodhi’s 12-year-old nephew called him 
“buddy” over the phone the other day. This may not 
seem unusual to most Americans, but Lodhi’s 
nephew was speaking to him from Pakistan.
“It’s from Internet chatting and all that,” Lodhi 
said, “because we don’t use ‘buddy’ and that stuff in 
my country. He lives in Pakistan -  he’s never been 
out of the country and I never called him ‘buddy,’ 
but yesterday he was saying ‘Hi buddy, how are you 
doing?”’
Lodhi, 35, is from Peshawar, Pakistan. He is a
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“It’s very easy for a religious party to organize a 
mob and to go straightaway and throw stones at 
embassies, and media just give this picture: ‘They 
are extremist people,’” he said. “It’s not the case, but 
it’s easy to exploit the emotions of the people.”
“The U.S. media have never been supportive of 
Pakistan as such. We are considered a bit extremist 
by the media -  people think that if you go to 
Pakistan, and you’re American, I am there at the 
airport, ready to kill you -  it’s just not the case,” he 
said.
Lodhi said that neither Pakistani nor American 
news prepared him for what he would learn when he 
arrived in the U.S. — that Americans, especially 
Montanans, were so courteous and hospitable.
“The American people, they are awesome. I did 
not get this feeling from media,” he said.
Badr A1 Kolaiby, 21, arrived in Missoula in 
January as part of a group of about 50 Saudi Arabian 
students taking part in a Saudi government 
scholarship program to send students to universities 
in the U.S., the United Kingdom, Australia and New 
Zealand.
He has an affable and curious demeanor, and 
though he said he tries to dress like an American, he 
looks more cosmopolitan than most Montanans -  
more suited to Rome or Madrid than to Missoula.
A1 Kolaiby said he knows a lot about American 
culture because he has been watching American 
movies all his life. Mel Gibson, Sylvester Stallone 
and Julia Roberts helped him learn about life in the 
United States.
“I know more about American culture than some 
Arabic cultures from the movies,” he said. “The 
American movies are very famous. When I was 7 
years old, I start watching American movies, and I 
learned a lot about American culture from the 
movies. I know some movies are not true -  not real 
about the culture, but some of them are true.”
He said he watched movies to prepare himself for 
his stay in the U.S. “When I wanted to learn about 
American history, I looked for ‘The Patriot’ with 
Mel Gibson,” he said, but he acknowledges that in 
the short time he’s been in the U.S., he has 
discovered that much of what he and other Saudis 
perceived about American culture was mistaken.
“Before I came here I thought a lot of American 
people are fat and unhealthy and just eat at 
McDonald’s and fast food,” he said, “but when I 
came here, I saw lots of people whose bodies looked 
nice and healthy. This is what all my friends think in 
Saudi Arabia. And they think people just drink
alcohol, every day, all the time -  I know that’s not 
true for all people.”
“I also watched movies about how the American 
students live in the dorms, like ‘American Pie,”’ he 
said. “That’s a crazy movie. When I saw the movie, I 
thought all universities were like this movie, but 
when I came here -  no. It’s different.”
He said movies like this also made him believe 
that American women were promiscuous. “That’s 
what I thought before,” he said, “but when I came 
here and looked at this -  no, it’s different. It’s so 
different.”
When he learned that his scholarship application to 
an American university was accepted, he said he 
researched the Internet and found that crime was 
high in the United States, which confirmed some of 
what he saw in American films. He said he learned 
that there was ethnic prejudice in the American 
South.
“Not just discrimination for black people, but 
discrimination for everybody in the world -  this is 
why I chose a Northern state,” he said. “But I don’t 
know if this information is true, or not.”
A1 Kolaiby also thinks Americans know less about 
Saudis than Saudis know about them, and he worries 
that Americans may equate Islam with extremism.
He was surprised to discover that some American 
news media sources have claimed that the Quran 
says that 72 virgins are rewarded to religious martyrs 
in the afterlife.
“This is the first time I heard this. I’ve read the 
Quran many times and I’ve never seen this,” he said. 
“It’s wrong information.” But this is a time of war, 
he said, and people will say anything in a time of 
war.
If Americans want to learn about Islam, he said, 
they can Google it -  like he did when he wanted to 
learn about American culture.
For now, A1 Kolaiby is still strengthening his 
English skills, and thinks he may eventually leave 
the University of Montana for another American 
school where he will study accounting, maybe in 
Oregon, he said. Now that he’s in the U.S., he is less 
concerned with learning about this culture than he is 
in learning how to reconcile it with his own cultural 
and religious beliefs.
“I know enough about American culture,” he 
said.“I need to know about American life.”
Timothy J. Ratte is a University o f 
Montana journalism student. He also 
studies Arabic language and culture.
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Hve photos with five essaus
from five studentjoumalists
experiencing the stru g je and 
excitement o f practicing
journalism in Chile.Mount Osorno in the evening sun. Photo by Sarah Galbraith
Chile is a Small Country
-A  p o p u lar C hilean saying
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Story and Photo by Anna Lundgren
So often in our everyday lives we forget that all humans live on the same planet. We forget that across 
the oceans there are people just like you 
and me. Young kids walking to school, 
teenagers getting in trouble and staying 
out too late, and adults trying to find their 
dream jobs in hopes of changing the 
world.
In the United States we have become a 
country full of either panic or apathy 
toward the rest of the world. But 
without ever leaving this country, we can 
never understand why Chileans love Pisco 
Sours, why Russians don’t take anything 
for granted, why Central Africans dance 
for the rain and why Asians eat with 
chopsticks.
Studying the free trade agreements 
between the U.S. and Chile opened my 
eyes to the positive and negative aspects 
that go along with international 
relationships.
During our month-long escapade in 
Chile, we were able to speak with 
political dignitaries, lawyers, environ­
mental activists, local farmers and taxi 
drivers. We shared a part of their culture, 
took home valuable knowledge and con­
nected with friends.
The trip provided me with a real 
template for what to expect as I leave 
school and venture out into the world. I 
realized that if we never explore other parts 
of our world, we will never understand the 
connection between us all that runs deeper than lan­
guage, religion and culture.
We will never understand we are all in life together. 
We will never understand we are all connected.
The churches that adorn the island of Chiloe are colorful and breathtaking. 
The churches and chapels were built by Jesuit missionaries during the 18th 
and 19th centuries.
Anna Lundgren is a 2006 graduate of the 
University of Montana, with a major in journalism 
and a minor in Russian.
Chile
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Lago Llanquihue, the largest lake in Chile, is located in the Lakes District. On one side of its shores sits the town of Puerto 
Varas. On the other side looms Volcano Osorno.
Story and Photo by Kristin Knight
Before Jeff Hull had even finished speaking to my photojournalism class about a winter-session trip to Chile, I had already 
started planning what I thought would be the perfect 
trip.
In this case, my mind set me up for a rude 
awakening. Rude, but enlightening. Traveling to a 
foreign -  one could even say exotic -  country brings 
out the ruthless explorer in all of us. We want to see 
it all, do it all, taste it all and, in a photographer’s 
case, take pictures of it all.
It’s hard to do that from a classroom in the depths 
of various private universities throughout Chile, 
where we spent up to eight hours a day.
The real learning experiences of the trip took place 
outside the classroom: in the buses that might as 
well have been rides at Universal Studios; in the 
bonds we shared with Luis, the father-like cab driver 
who gave us his home number; in the sun-washed
colors of hand-painted boats lined up ashore in 
Quintay; in the friendliness of a stranger who gave 
me a picture of his family in exchange for a postcard 
of Montana.
The real story of Chile cannot be told through the 
words of lecturers, but through the jumbled, nearly 
incomprehensible Spanish of Santiago cab drivers.
The soul of Chile cannot be felt through the noisy 
overheads projecting economic figures onto a screen, 
but through the sobs of saxophones and joyous 
laughs of patrons at El Perseguidor.
Chile is truly a wonder of the world. Go for a 
month and stay for two. But go with your friends 
and steer clear of the classrooms.
Kristin Knight is a 2006 graduate of the 
University of Montana, and is working as a 
sled-dog coach at Denali National Park in Alaska 
this summer.
chile
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Story and Photo by Sarah Galbraith
warm evening sun lowers itself 
against the vast Pacific Ocean, 
while cars speed by and people 
walk along the sidewalk just a few feet 
above where the ocean pounds into the 
rocks. I am in Valparaiso, Chile. I soak up 
as much summer sun as possible because 
for me, it’s really winter.
We came as a class of journalism and 
law students to study the effects of the free 
trade agreement on Chile and its people.
I had read about Chile and, of course, 
grabbed the “Lonely Planet” guide, but it 
never matched the experience of actually 
trying to communicate in a place where I 
didn’t speak the language. (I almost 
missed a bus across the country because 
the cab driver and I couldn’t 
communicate.)
A month seems like a long time, but 
three to five days in each spot, going to 
meeting after meeting, left little time for 
reporting and satisfying my thirst to see a 
new country.
But I tried. On one night in 
particular I listened to Chilean jazz, rode 
on a shaky bus up and down steep hills, 
met with dignitaries and ambassadors, 
drank pisco sours and saw the untouched 
beauty of Patagonia.
And if I didn’t see as much of Chile as I 
would have liked, I at least have a new 
perspective that I can take home with me 
and use in my reporting.
It is quite common to see los pollolos, or lovers, being affectionate in the 
parks or on the streets all throughout Chile, while others prefer activities 
such as fishing with homemade lines off the bluffs of Vina Del Mar.
Sarah Galbraith is a 2006 graduate of the 
University of Montana with a degree in 
journalism and a photo editor for MJR. 
Galbraith will be interning at The Bellingham 
Herald in Washington this summer.
Chile
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Chile
At day’s end, a Chilean boy waits for his playmates to return to shore. The village of Quintay is bustling with 
young and old alike who share a love of summer boogie boarding.
Story and Photo by Kari Friedman
"W” "W" "T"hat an adventure it is to step away from 
% /  the classroom and into active
T  V photojournalism, especially in Chile, a 
country so rich in culture and beauty.
I practiced my art, putting my lenses to work and 
opening my ears -  although I must say it’s quite 
difficult to look up Spanish words, write down 
captions and take photos all at the same time.
In Chile, I focused on the natives who live in 
self-sufficient fishing and farming communities. I 
came away with great pictures, but the stories I 
collected and the people I met will be with me for a 
lifetime. I found great wisdom in these humble
people who strive to continue their traditional 
lifestyles while their homeland is moving into the 
future.
I was lucky enough to stay in Chile two weeks 
after the class ended. From horseback riding around 
scenic Mount Osomo to canyoneering, I enjoyed all 
aspects of my trip.
I say two cheers to Pisco, the drink of the people, 
and to all of our wonderful memories.
Kari Friedman is a student at the University of 
Montana working on a photojournalism major and 
an anthropology minor. Friedman will be 
interning this summer with the Daily Inter Lake in 
Kalispell, Mont.
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Story and Photo by Scott Poniewaz
International journalism isn’t easy. You must arrange fixers, bring the right photo gear, find worthwhile stories and 
research sources from thousands of miles 
away.
The language barrier can become a big 
challenge. (Ordering food is one thing.
“Un ensalada con cerveza, por favor?” The 
youthful waitress smiled and looked a little 
confused. “You just asked for a salad with 
beer on it,” my friend told me with a 
laugh.)
We were fortunate enough to have 
people who could translate for us most of 
the time.
Photographing without a translator can 
make people uncomfortable because they 
do not understand what you are doing. To 
me, it feels too much like I am taking a 
picture rather than making a picture.
One of the reasons I took this course was 
to gain a better understanding of 
international-correspondence work, which 
is my main career goal in photojournalism.
Seeing different cultures provides you with unique 
knowledge of the world. And as a journalist, you can 
share that knowledge and help others understand the 
world better.
A young boy plays a game with the shadows in a Santiago market while his 
mother works nearby.
Scott Poniewaz is a 2006 graduate of the University of 
Montana with a degree in journalism. Poniewaz has a 
summer job teaching photography to American high 
school students in Thailand, Vietnam, Cambodia, India 
and Myanmar (Burma) with Rustic Pathways.
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Tsokha, the first Tibetan settlement in Sikkim, western India, is an 11-mile hike from the nearest town. Tsokha lies at the foot of the 
world’s third-highest peak in the Kanchendzonga National Forest deep in the Himalayas.
A photo tisay from Nepal and Tibet
By Alii Kwesell
With tears welling in her eyes and her forehead 
crunched in anticipation, she says, “Tell me, how is 
it?”
My Amala, Sangay Khando, is asking me to 
describe Tibet, her country. Despite endless pictures 
of Mount Everest and the Potala Palace, Amala 
wants to know from me how Tibet felt? She wants to 
know how her people felt. Did they still have life in 
their eyes? Were they kind? Did they look afraid?
I am from Colorado, a photojournalism student, 
and I had the opportunity to spend my junior year in 
India, Nepal and Tibet learning about life from 
Tibetans.
Amala (mother in Tibetan) was bom in Gyalrong, 
eastern Tibet, on top of the world. Her family 
walked thousands of miles across the highest 
mountains and harshest conditions following their 
leader, Tenzin Gyatso, to India into exile.
Amala cannot remember her home; it has been 
more than 50 years since she has been in her own 
country. She wants me to describe to her what Tibet 
is like.
So many Tibetans in exile will tell you exactly 
what Tibet is like -  the roof of the world with 
crystal-blue skies pillowed in prayers -  open 
meadows and clean mountain tops as high as heaven.
JOURNEY
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A villager makes boe-ja (Tibetan tea) from black tea mixed with butter and salt. Boe-ja is continually 
being made, as Tibetans in Tsokha will drink around 20 cups per day.
Since the brutal Chinese occupation of Tibet in 1959, an estimated 1.2 million Tibetans have died
and 6,000 Buddhist monasteries have been torn down.
Sculptures portraying different Buddhist icons are 
created from yak butter and tsampa (roasted barley flour 
-  a staple for Tibetans’ diet).
The Puja in Tsokha will last for five days. Monks start 
chanting scripture at 4 a.m. and continue straight 
through until about 9 p.m.
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W h a t  I f o u n d  was 
c o m f o r t  and w a r m  
f r i e n d s ,  a n d ,  f o r  m e ,  t h e  
f i r s t  place I h a v e  e v e r  
w a n t e d  t o  call  h o m e .
Buddhist texts are continually chanted by monks in Tsokha’s small 
monastery. Because Tsokha is so small, each man in Tsokha is both a 
monk and a father. With the new generation moving to cities throughout 
India, Tsokha will likely become a ghost town in the near future.
Monks carve toothpick-sized sticks that they will dye bright colors to adorn butter sculptures created before the Puja. 
Preparations for the Puja take four full days in Tsokha.
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Lhako Drolma, the youngest Tibetan still living in Tsokha, 
prepares butter lamps for the monthly Buddhist Puja. 
Dwelling along a popular trekking path, Lhako makes her 
living by selling chang tong-ba (home-brewed hot millet 
beer) to hikers and climbers.
Alii Kwesell is a junior pursuing a journalism 
degree at the University of Montana. Kwesell 
spent a year in Nepal and is returning next year to 
intern for the Kathmandu Post.
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Searching
Tor a MiracCe
By Ralph E. Hanson
What Went Wrong While Reporting on the West Virginia Mine Disaster
The Rocky Mountain News was among numerous media that reported incorrect information concerning the Sago Mine 
accident. The early edition on the left reported that the miners were alive, using unconfirmed information.
The final edition corrected the mistake.
F e w  journalistic mistakes have been as cruel as the headlines that ran in 
newspapers across the country on Wednesday, Jan. 4, 2006. The papers trumpeted that 
all the coal miners trapped in West Virginia’s Sago Mine had been found alive after 
two days below ground when in reality all but one of the 13 had died.
In the early morning hours on Monday, Jan. 2, an explosion, likely triggered by 
lightning, trapped the miners deep below ground. Despite rescue efforts, it wasn’t until 
about 9 p.m. Tuesday that the first body was discovered in the mine, according to a 
timeline in The Washington Post. At 11:45 p.m., one miner was found alive more than 
two miles into the tunnel.
At this point, confusion reigned. According to The Post, at 12:18 a.m. the rescue 
command center heard a report from a rescue worker that 12 miners were found alive. 
Apparently this early report was overheard and spread instantly through a crowd that 
had been praying for a miracle. Church bells started ringing. People started crying, 
singing, cheering.
‘They’re alive!’
Rocky Mountain News Rocky Mountain News
Joy short-lived
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According to the Charleston Daily Mail, West 
Virginia Governor Joe Manchin had come out to the 
mine to wait with family members, and said that he 
asked for confirmation of the good news. Although he 
didn’t get the confirmation, Manchin said he was 
quickly caught up by the joyous mood: “[W]e went 
out with the people and they said, ‘They found them.’ 
We got swept up in this celebration. I said, ‘The 
miracle of all miracles has happened.’”
The governor making a statement would seem to 
signal some level of official confirmation.
But within the next half-hour, reports started 
coming into the command center that only one miner 
was alive -  reports that were not passed on to families 
or the press until nearly 3 a.m.
Now if you have ever worked in the newspaper 
business, you know that morning papers, such as West 
Virginia’s Charleston Gazette or Denver’s Rocky 
Mountain News, go to press around midnight (if not a 
little earlier). Newspapers have to make really tough 
calls on a breaking story, and unlike television, they 
leave a permanent reminder of the times they get it 
wrong.
For example, the Rocky Mountain News had the 
headline “They’re Alive!” in its early edition,
something that was corrected in the final edition.
National papers were every bit as likely to have had 
problems with the story as were local papers. USA 
Today, with perhaps the best national distribution, 
devoted a third of the front page to the rescue story on 
Wednesday. On Thursday, the press started an intense 
examination of how the story was botched.
According to industry newsweekly Editor & 
Publisher, The Inter-Mountain, an 11,000-circulation 
afternoon daily out of Elkins, W.Va., managed to get 
the story right, not only in its print edition, but also on 
its Web site. E&P quotes Inter-Mountain Editor Linda 
Skidmore as saying:
“I feel lucky that we are an afternoon paper and we 
have the staff that we do. We had a reporter there all 
night at the scene and I was on the phone with her the 
whole time.”
“I was on the phone with her and I was hearing 
things on CNN and FOX that she was not hearing 
there,” Skidmore said about reporter Becky Wagoner. 
“She heard that the miners were alive just before it 
was broadcast, around midnight. She talked about 
hearing church bells ringing and people yelling in 
jubilation -  but nothing official.”
“We heard that they were found alive through CNN,
"A good newspaper, I suppose, 
i s  a n a tio n  ta lk in g  to  i t s e l f ."
-  Ajrttur Miller
Bm Q
J j  M  1 °  17 LQ
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then it snowballed to ABC, then FOX and it was 
like a house afire,” recalled Wagoner, who said she 
was at the media information center set up by the 
mine’s operators, International Coal Group Inc., when 
the reports spread.
“A lot of the media left to go to the church where 
family members were located, but I stayed put 
because this was where every official news 
conference was given—and we never got anything 
official here,” she said. “Something was not right. 
Then we were hearing reports that 12 ambulances had 
gone in [to the mine area] but only one was coming 
out. There was so 
much hype that no 
one considered the 
fact that there was 
no [official] 
update.”
As a resident of West Virginia, I went to bed 
Tuesday night with reports on the Internet announcing 
that the miners had been found alive. When I sat 
down to breakfast with my local paper on Wednesday 
morning, though, I knew immediately that something 
was off with the story. The report from the AP read:
Twelve miners caught in an explosion in a coal 
mine were found alive Tuesday night, more than 41 
hours after the blast, family members and Gov. Joe 
Manchin III said.
Bells at a church where relatives had been 
gathering rang out as family members ran out 
screaming in jubilation.
Relatives yelled, “They ’re alive! ”
Manchin said rescuers told him the miners were 
found.
“They told us they have 12 alive, ” Manchin said. 
“We have some people that are going to need some 
medical attention. ”
A few minutes after word came, the throng, several 
hundred strong, broke into a chorus o f the hymn 
“How Great Thou Art, ” in a chilly, night air.
How could a reader tell there were problems with 
the story?
* There were no official sources cited, other than 
the governor. Why didn’t reporters have a source from 
the coal company?
* When the governor made his statement, he noted 
“They told us...” Not a name, “they.” My high school 
journalism teacher always took us to task about that 
word, asking, “Who’s ‘they’?”
* Later on the story said, “The company did not
immediately confirm the news.”
* There were no details on condition or where the 
miners were found.
In short, the story read like it was passing along 
secondhand accounts.
How did the press go so wrong with this story?
* There was the understandable problem of 
midnight deadlines. It’s very difficult to handle a 
breaking story under these circumstances. But news 
organizations certainly could have been clearer on the 
unconfirmed nature of the reports.
* News organizations have gotten way too
comfortable passing on 
unconfirmed stories 
that originate in the 
realm of blogs and 
rumors. No longer 
does a story have to be
true, it just has to be true that the story is out there.
When we are dealing with rumors about misconduct 
by politicians, whose reality is more subject to 
interpretation, perhaps this is OK (though I don’t real­
ly think so). But when we are talking about the lives 
of ordinary people, this just doesn’t cut it.
* The facts of the news didn’t match the story 
reporters were looking for. Journalists, especially the 
national press, were looking for a “miracle story” 
where people’s prayers would be answered and 
everything would turn out fine. When reporters 
thought they found that story, they reported it. 
Tragically, that wasn’t the way the story actually 
turned out.
So what now can journalists do to atone for our 
sins? USA Today's Mark Memmot, speaking as part 
of a panel at West Virginia University on press 
coverage of Sago, said:
“Our responsibility was to ask a lot of questions and 
be very, very careful about attributions and sourcing, 
and to make sure we told people not just about what 
we knew, but what we didn’t know. We hadn’t seen 
anybody come out of that mine. We hadn’t really 
talked to anybody who knew what was going on 
inside there. We had heard from family members, 
who had heard from somebody else, who in some 
cases couldn’t even tell reporters on the scene exactly 
who it was they had heard it from.”__________ ____
Ralph Hanson is an associate professor in the P.I. 
Reed School of Journalism at West Virginia 
University. His Web log can be found at 
http://users, adelphia. net/~rhanson40/bloz.
There was the understandable problem of 
midnight deadlines. It's very difficult to handle 
a breaking story under these circumstances.
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the Red Lakecmsis
Left 10 people dead w h  M  t h u  h a p p e n ?
A / I  i n  / i  m  c  1 1 /1  t  z1 t  t
r  c /  ^  C  v  • • •
Thousands of miles away
My family was safe „ T T 7 T T
How could this ents
On e  y ea r  later:
A JOURNALISM STUDENT EXAMINES HIS EXPERIENCE REPORTING AND 
WRITING ON THE 2005 SCHOOL SHOOTINGS.
By Dalton Walker
What right do I have to write this?
I didn’t lose a loved one in the shooting. I’m not a 
survivor of the attack last year that left 10 people 
dead, and so many others among the Red Lake 
Chippewa of northern Minnesota unable to speak 
about that day, even now, without crying.
I’m only a Red Lake tribal member and student 
journalist at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln.
On March 21, 2005, a police cruiser drove up to 
the main doors of Red Lake High School. Out 
stepped Jeff Weise, 16, wearing a bulletproof vest 
and carrying three loaded guns. He had just killed 
his grandfather, a respected Red Lake police veteran, 
and his grandfather’s female companion.
In less than 10 minutes, Weise gunned down a 
school guard, a teacher and five students and 
wounded five other students -  before being cornered 
by the police and killing himself.
Thousands of Miles Away
As I sat on a bench thousands of miles away in 
Mesa, Ariz., I gathered my thoughts. How could this 
have happened?
I thought of the many cameras that kept an eye on 
the school’s interior and exterior. I remembered the 
chain-link fence that surrounded the school, a fence 
built to protect innocent lives inside. Why did this 
happen? I thought of my friends at Red Lake, the 
sports teams I was a part of and the teachers who 
guided my education.
I grew up in Ponemah, the smallest of the four Red 
Lake communities. Each morning, I would rise 
before the sun to catch the 35-mile bus ride to Red 
Lake. The reservation is home to some 5,000 souls.
It is a place of love and hate. A place that fights 
daily the scourge of alcohol, drugs and gangs. It is 
my home, my blood.
When I learned of the shootings, I worried about 
my mother, a secretary at the Ponemah Elementary 
School. I frantically called every phone number I 
knew, but it was all the same: a busy signal or no 
dial tone. Until, finally, my mom’s voice on the other 
end lifted my fear. She was safe.
I had cousins who attended the high school. One 
cousin later told me he had been inside the school 
when he heard a banging noise. He was told to be 
quiet and stay in the classroom. He did and survived.
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After I found out my family was safe, something 
awoke inside me. A feeling like gravity pulling me 
back, back toward my home. And then, a call from a 
mentor -  professor Denny McAuliffe at the 
University of Montana, who’d been an editor at The 
Washington Post - asking me to return home to write 
about my people for The Post.
A Sea of Media
I didn’t hesitate, as I knew that at that moment a 
sea of media was perched on Red Lake’s shores 
waiting to pour over my unsuspecting reservation. 
My friend and mentor Dana Hedgpeth would be 
going with me. Being the only Native reporter at The 
Post, she knew she had a job to do, as did I.
And yet it was with some hesitation that I roamed 
Red Lake with Dana. The tribal chairman had closed 
off the reservation, allowing media access only to 
the jail parking lot. As a tribal member, I felt that I 
had a unique pass that other journalists didn’t.
I came to realize that I was a messenger who had a 
job to do, and that I had to push all personal issues 
aside. This was bigger than me. Looking back, I
realize I’m a stronger journalist for doing it. I’ve 
even received compliments for my work.
But it has hurt to be accused of exploiting my 
people when I was simply trying to share with others 
a sacred place that is home to so many beautiful 
people. I didn’t know Weise, the guard he killed or 
any of his student victims.
But I did know the teacher. She was my senior 
English teacher. I remembered sitting in her class 
and listening to her stories. She gave me an award 
for excellence my senior year. She loved her 
students, and I once told her I thought about being a 
journalist. She encouraged me. I’m an aspiring 
journalist because of her, and now she’s dead.
But I didn’t die in the shooting. What right do I 
have to write about it? Maybe none. But if I don’t, 
who will?
Dalton Walker is a junior at the University of 
Nebraska in Lincoln, majoring in journalism. This 
article was originally published on Reznet News. 
http://www. reznetnews. org
In the end, it’s all about them...
In the end, it’s all about our readers. W hat they want. W hat they need. It’s about stimulating them, 
challenging them and making sure that the information that matters comes to them in every issue... easy 
to read, easy to understand.
W e keep them informed, motivated, and yes, entertained. W e are a part of their lives; 
were their window on the community and the world around them.
The 85 member newspapers of the Montana Newspaper Association have made a life-long 
commitment to meeting those needs and wants., and the M NA is committed to them in 
helping make it all happen.
The M N A provides leadership and valued services to the newspapers of Montana... from legisla­
tive assistance to advertising placement and sales to staff education... and we’ve been doing it for 121 
years!
The Montana Newspaper Association... helping provide the tools for Montana’s newspapers to serve 
their readers better than ever before.
Montana
NEWSPAPER ASSOCIATION
825 Great Northern Blvd.-Ste. 202 
Helena, MT 59601 
(406) 443-2850 • (800) 325-8276 
E-N\a\\:mtnews@ mtnewspapers.com  
Web site: mtnewspapers.com
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U.S. soldier killed in Iraq photo by Ryan Brennecke Tsunami aftermath photo by Jerry Redfern
Sept. 11, 2001 photo by National Park Service Hurricane Katrina photo by Meghan Piercy
Covering Trauma
Sifting Through the Emotional Aftermath
Story By Kevin Abourezk
It’s been four years since Ed Kemmick walked 
down a dimly lit stairway into a dirt cellar where a 
29-year-old homeless man had been murdered.
Four years since he spoke to the many homeless 
teenagers who had visited the house on Third Avenue 
South in Billings, Mont., where 29-year-old John 
Richard Hyatt had been strangled a year before.
But even four years later, the 50-year-old Billings 
Gazette reporter remembers the photos.
Alone in a room at the police station, Kemmick 
flipped through a 500-page binder of autopsy photos
from the murder. Even now, he can recall such details 
as the dead man’s bruised neck and splotchy skin 
color.
“I can still run through that gallery of photos, the 
really gruesome ones,” he said. “The photos, they just 
bring home the reality of something.”
And while he doesn’t think seeing those photos 
affected him much, the fact that he can remember 
them so well seems to tell a different story.
“I don’t watch ‘CSI,’” he said. “It was just really 
gross. It was really sad.”
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Those in the journalism industry know too well the 
psychological stress reporters and photographers 
endure to “get the story.” Reporters and photographers 
are often the first to arrive at murder scenes, natural 
disasters and far-off war zones like Iraq and 
Afghanistan.
Journalists were among the first to arrive at such 
catastrophic scenes as the World Trade Center on 
Sept. 11, 2001, and Columbine 
High School on April 20, 1999.
They also too often become 
victims of the very events they are 
reporting on.
In 2005, 65 journalists were 
killed while covering events 
around the world. Of those, 23 
died in Iraq alone, according to the 
International Press Institute.
Recently, the three-month 
kidnapping of Christian Science 
Monitor freelancer Jill Carroll 
captured headlines, bringing 
worldwide attention to the issues 
of safety and journalism.
However, Carroll, who was later 
released, represents an extreme 
example of traumas that journalists 
experience in their line of work.
Yet, even less sensational 
traumas that affect journalists 
every day can have similar 
psychological effects, according to 
Roger Simpson, executive director 
of the Dart Center for Journalism 
and Trauma.
“Extreme trauma can affect any journalist,” he said. 
“The circumstances in some cases command more 
attention. We know that exposure to death, injury and 
fear in any context can affect the photographer or 
reporter.”
And exposure to extreme circumstances is not 
limited to older, veteran reporters, he said.
“Young journalists often cover fatal fires, car 
crashes, murders, without good preparation for the 
emotional impact of such experiences,” he said.
The Dart Center, established in 1999, aims to 
prepare journalists for the traumas they may 
experience and give them advice on healing from 
traumas they’ve already experienced, Simpson said.
Those traumas are numerous and far-reaching.
Among 906 American print journalists surveyed, 96 
percent reported exposure to a traumatic work-related 
event, according to a 2003 report in the Journal o f 
Traumatic Stress.
While journalists have proven themselves to be 
resilient, even when repeatedly exposed to shocking 
events, a significant number of journalists develop 
mental health problems as a result of such exposure.
Among 61 journalists surveyed, 
13 percent reported symptoms 
possibly related to post-traumatic 
stress disorder, according to a 
2001 Internet study in 
Psychotherapeut.
Still, journalists -  hardened and 
skeptical by nature -  are often 
willing or able to communicate 
problems related to trauma.
“I think we all have the 
capacity to suppress the 
emotional impact of events as we 
cover them,” Simpson said. “If 
we suppress routinely and avoid 
those emotional effects, there is a 
danger that we’ll become 
desensitized.”
But things are changing, he 
said.
In the past decade, Simpson 
said he has seen a change in how 
once resistant journalists now 
view trauma and its effects. 
Newsrooms today, he said, are 
beginning to realize how 
important understanding the 
effects that trauma has on the health of their 
journalists.
He’s seen other positive changes, too: Journalism 
colleges have begun incorporating trauma instruction 
in their courses, and news companies are using the 
Dart Center’s resources and trainers.
“Our ultimate interest is in healthier journalists 
doing the best work possible,” he said.
For Montana reporter Ed Kemmick, dealing with 
the constant barrage of disturbing tales while writing 
about the death of John Richard Hyatt was especially 
difficult.
Too coolly would the teenage sources for his story 
talk about the murder, “as if it was a joke,” he said.
He realized how desensitized the teens had become
While journalists 
have proven to 
be resilient... a 
significant number 
of journalists 
develop mental 
health problems 
as a result of such 
exposure.
Kevin Abourezk
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to the event, and perhaps to violence in general.
Kemmick and the photographer who worked with 
him on the project eventually got into the habit of 
“debriefing” after every interview. During those 
15- to 20-minute conversations, they would discuss 
what they had just heard.
Those discussions, he said, helped him vent 
negative feelings caused by his interviews.
Still, it has not been easy to forget the days and 
weeks he spent writing about a homeless man’s death 
and a dimly lit cellar in Billings.
Not that he necessarily wants to forget.
“It was just the most complicated damn thing I ever 
worked on,” he said.
Kevin Abourezk is an assistant 
city editor and former reporter 
for the Lincoln Journal Star in 
Lincoln, Neb.
Online Resou rces
Dart Center for Journalism and 
Trauma: http://www.dartcenter.org/
International Press Institute: 
i http://www.freemedia.at/
The Poynter Institute: 
http://www.poynter.org/
| National Center for Post-Traumatic 
| Stress Disorder fact sheet: 
http://www.ncptsd.va.gov
Committee to Protect Journalists:
| http://www.cpj.org
Surviving trauma
So what can journalists do to  protect 
themselves and heal from traumatic 
experiences? The following are a few tips from 
the Dart Center for Journalism and Trauma for 
journalists and newsroom managers.
Journalists should:
•Make sure they’re safe when arriving at 
incident scenes. That means not taking risks that 
might endanger their safety.
•W hen arriving at the scene, such as that of 
a domestic dispute, journalists should survey 
their surroundings, making sure no perpetrators 
are still in the area.
• If arriving at the scene of a terrorist or 
biological attack, they should check for and avoid 
contact with discolored water, blood or 
suspicious substances. They should also be 
aware: Terrorists sometimes target the first 
responders and media with a secondary bomb.
•Journalists w ho ’ve witnessed troubling 
scenes should be sure to  talk with a trusted 
listener once they have completed their job. If 
they have recurring nightmares, become 
severely depressed or are consistently 
withdrawn from family o r friends after prolonged 
exposure to  trauma, they should seek 
counseling from a professional.
Roger Simpson, executive director of the Dart 
Center, offered the following three actions 
newsroom managers should take to protect 
those they supervise from long-term 
psychological trauma
• Train all staff so everyone knows about 
traumatic injury, its symptoms and ways to  deal 
with it.
• Ensure that staffers on assignments where 
trauma exposure is likely have adequate support 
-  regular contact, open discussion of the 
experience and the full attention of their families.
• Recognize that the effects of trauma persist 
and can emerge days or weeks after an event. 
Managers should talk to  employees periodically 
to  see if there are any lingering effects.
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When Trauma etome
New Orleans Times-Picayune reporter Brian Thevenot reflects on covering 
the biggest story in his hometown’s history.
For journalists who cover wars or natural disasters, 
stressful situations and traumatic experiences are 
expected. And after covering those stories, most 
reporters have the benefit of returning to a 
comfortable and safe home -  unless the disaster 
follows the reporter home.
Brian Thevenot was one of the reporters at The 
Times-Picayune in New Orleans who decided not to 
evacuate when Hurricane Katrina hit his city, opting 
instead to stay at the newspaper.
“To be quite honest, we didn’t know how 
to plan for this at all,” he said.. “We had our 
basic hurricane plan at the newspaper -  
you know, you bring your stuff there, you 
plan to stay for a couple of days, you sleep 
on the floor of the newsroom if need be -  
but then of course, all hell broke loose.”
The next morning, after the wind 
subsided, he was one of the first few 
reporters out of the newsroom.
“We were trying to figure out where the 
damage was,” he said, “but at that point we 
didn’t know the city was flooding.”
“We went to the Ward and as soon as 
we got to the Industrial Canal, we knew it 
was pretty catastrophic,” Thevenot said.
There was 15 or 20 feet of water 
everywhere east of the canal and just a few 
police boats starting to rescue people. “You 
could hear people screaming from their rooftops,” he 
said.
And it got worse from there.
For the next two weeks, Thevenot and the dozen or 
so Times-Picayune staff who remained in New 
Orleans to cover the biggest story in the city’s history 
would scavenge fellow reporters homes for essentials, 
endure 16-hour workdays followed by restive nights 
on unfamiliar floors, and dictate stories into the 
working phones they could find to meet tight dead­
lines.
“We were getting very little sleep, it was hot as hell 
and we were working as much as we could without 
completely running ourselves ragged. We were either 
working, drinking or sleeping,” he said, “about in that 
order.”
All of us drank a lot — it’s the kind of drinking that 
doesn t get you drunk, he said, “it just levels you 
out.”
Nearly a week after the storm, Thevenot finally 
broke.
Reporting from the now infamous New Orleans 
Convention Center, Thevenot met a woman amidst 
the throngs of refugees, who began to lead a chorus of 
people in singing gospel songs. It reduced him to 
tears.
“It really got to me -  the beauty of this 
woman singing gospel in the Convention 
Center, in the middle of all this suffering,” 
he said.
He compares his weeks after the hurri­
cane to the reporting he did in Iraq in the 
tense weeks leading up to the first Iraqi 
election in 2005. He said he was fearful in 
Iraq because of the unpredictable roadside 
bomb attacks, but that in many ways the 
lack of any communication structure made 
reporting from his devastated hometown 
more difficult.
But as demanding as reporting from 
both Iraq and New Orleans was for 
Thevenot, he downplays any suggestion of 
post-traumatic stress. Indeed, he said what 
took more of a toll on him was the return 
to relative normalcy.
“The thing that was the same between Iraq and 
Katrina was the incredibly long, adrenaline-fueled, 
focused days of reporting,” he said. “There is 
something about being in that focused state that’s nice 
-  that’s gratifying. You feel like you have this sense 
of purpose that you’ve never had before. When you 
come off of that, and you’re back in your normal life, 
there’s a certain period of depression that’s very hard 
to describe. There’s a re-entry trauma.”
But whatever mental hurdles a reporter has to jump 
to do it, the reward in the end is well worth it, 
Thevenot said.
“In the end, I would not debate for a second that 
both of these experiences were good for me -  they 
challenged me, they showed me the extremes of life,” 
he said. “I wouldn’t trade it for anything.”
■  here is 
something 
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that focused 
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Story by Timothy Ratte
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The Montana shield law can protect reporters in 
most incidents, but it is not infallible
By Robert Struckman
A  man standing at the Missouliari*s front desk asked for me. It was midmoming in early fall. As I approached, the man — a lawyer with 
an envelope in his hand — asked if I was Robert 
Struckman. I am and said so. Instead of pitching a 
story about a business, he served me with a 
subpoena and left. I stood, mouth agape, as my 
colleagues clustered around to look at the contents of 
the envelope.
The subpoena ordered me to appear as a witness 
the following week in a complicated clot of cases
between Dick Anderson Construction Co. of Helena, 
Mont, and Monroe Property LLC, the Blackfoot 
Valley, Mont, company used by David E. Lipson and 
his wife, Nadine, to operate the Resort at Paws Up 
Ranch. The litigation began when Dick Anderson 
sued for breach of contract and fraud after Lipson 
failed to pay a $1-million bill. Lipson countersued. 
The Lipson camp wanted me to testify in one of the 
countersuits, a defamation case against Dick 
Anderson Construction. The case, then about three 
years old, had started in Missoula County District 
Court.
It’s a risky business
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Lipson, a Las Vegas businessman with a list of 
legal entanglements as long as my arm, had been the 
subject of my news stories for months.
The intense coverage began when he had opened 
his super-swank resort east of Missoula without 
county-approved water and sewage systems. It was 
an odd juxtaposition — the resort’s obvious attention 
to luxuries such as custom-etched glass windows and 
the lack of attention to such basic necessities as a 
business license.
I looked deeper and found that Lipson had an 
interesting history. He had been found liable for 
insider trading several years earlier when he had 
been CEO of Supercuts.
Comments from judges in 
the court papers about 
Lipson’s character jumped out 
at me. Lipson seemed to use 
the legal system the way oth­
ers use city streets. He went 
down whatever avenues best 
suited his needs, regardless of 
cost or the merits of his cause.
One thought was that 
Lipson might sue the paper if 
he could find an excuse.
Even so, I didn’t consider it particularly risky to 
report on Lipson and his doings, even though a guy 
hired to do his press told me over the phone to be 
careful when I started my car. He was in the midst of 
trying to convince me not to run that first big story 
about Lipson’s business and legal history. I told my 
editor about the threat. She told me to call the cops 
and report it. I did. But what was someone going to 
do? Blow up my car over a news story? I didn’t 
think so. Yet it was such a strange and irresponsible 
thing to say.
I felt comfortable with reporting on Lipson 
because I understand, in general terms, the 
protections that journalists enjoy in the United 
States. I didn’t even know at the time that Montana’s 
Media Confidentiality Act is one of the broadest and 
strongest shield laws in the country.
I didn’t worry seriously about potential litigation 
because Lipson is a public figure, my stories were 
true and I have no malice toward Lipson or any of 
his businesses or associates. I felt secure.
Yet even ironclad laws have subtle weaknesses, 
said Helena attorney and First Amendment expert
Mike Meloy. The strength in the words can be 
eroded by a narrowly defined term, a bullish judge 
or an abusive law officer. And laws can’t guard 
against the pall cast by fear of a lawsuit.
John Barrows, head of the Montana Newspaper 
Association and former longtime editor and 
publisher of The Dillon Tribune in Dillon, Mont., 
said every publisher who has been in the job for 
more than a few years has dealt with lawsuits or 
threats of lawsuits. It’s just part of the business.
“As long as the information is correct and from 
good sources, it’s OK,” Barrows said.
That’s often the first
question that enters a 
publisher’s mind, said Meloy: 
How much exposure does the 
paper have? How much will it 
cost to defend? What are the 
paper’s chances?
“In almost every case, a 
wedge is driven between the 
paper and the reporter,” Meloy 
said.
Sometimes the reporter gets 
paranoid, wondering if 
someone will be looking over 
his or her shoulder all the time. The publisher needs 
to be fair to the reporter for a pragmatic reason: The 
newspaper may need the reporter as a good witness. 
If the reporter did screw up, there’s the question of 
discipline.
Or maybe the issue is not black and white but 
involves characterizations in the news story that 
seemed reasonable to the reporter at the time but not 
to the subject.
“It makes for messy things for the newspaper,” 
Meloy said.
In almost every situation, the news coverage 
changes as a result of the suit or threat of a suit. 
Some stories don’t get written. Others get watered 
down. The paper’s lawyers get more phone calls.
After one aggressive Montana litigant continued 
to make newsworthy waves after a lawsuit had 
already been filed, Meloy got a phone call from a 
newsroom saying, “What are we going to do?”
Meloy ended up reviewing more than half a dozen 
stories.
Yet lawsuits aren’t the only risks in journalism.
In Superior, Mont, in 1986 and 1987, an
“I didn’t even know at 
the time that Montana’s 
Media Confidentiality Act 
is one of the 
broadest and strongest 
shield laws in the 
country.”
Robert Struckman
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ownership entanglement involving the Mineral 
County Independent ended with a murder-suicide.
The trouble began with some complicated business 
dealings. The newspaper had been operated for years 
by a pair of brothers who sold out to John Peters, 
who in turn sold to Paul Cales, said Mineral County 
attorney Shaun Donovan, who was Peters’ lawyer 
during his days in private 
practice.
Cales ran the paper for a 
short time before he turned it 
over to Don McMillan. The 
sales had been set up in such 
a way that McMillan paid 
Cales who paid Peters,
Donovan said.
At some point, Cales 
stopped making payments to 
Peters.
Because of the quirks of 
the sale, Peters sent the 
demand letters to McMillan, 
who insisted he had never 
stopped paying Cales,
Donovan said.
Still, payments did not 
arrive in Peters’ mailbox, and he eventually 
foreclosed on the property. He printed an edition of 
the paper, saying it was in new hands. McMillan 
printed a competing issue, saying his was the real 
Independent.
McMillan was desperate, Donovan said. He came 
to Donovan’s house and sat with him in the kitchen 
while Donovan explained that McMillan needed to 
pursue his case against Cales, not simply be angry 
with Peters.
About two weeks later, Donovan’s phone rang late 
on a weekend night. It was the sheriff. McMillan had 
just killed Peters. About 45 minutes later the phone 
rang again. The sheriff had found McMillan’s body.
“I’ll never forget Peters lying on that hospital 
gurney with two silver dollar-size holes in his chest 
wall,” Donovan said.
Later, Donovan pieced it all together. McMillan 
had gone to Peters’ house. Peters had fled, crawling 
under a parked car to hide. That’s where McMillan 
shot him twice with a shotgun. McMillan then 
returned home, put the gun to his own head and 
pulled the trigger.
“It was a full-fledged tragedy. I don’t know how 
much it had to do with journalism and how much to 
do with business and untreated mental illness,” 
Donovan said.
The three can sometimes seem pretty closely 
related.
In the case of Dick Anderson v. Monroe Property, 
the Missoulian's lawyer filed 
a motion to quash my 
subpoena. The three-judge 
arbitration panel didn’t 
quash.
That’s why, on a bright 
weekday morning, I walked 
into the conference room at 
the Doubletree Hotel in 
Missoula, having just read 
and reread Montana’s shield 
law. Once on the stand, I 
answered basic information 
about myself. I’m Robert 
Struckman, a reporter at the 
Missoulian.
But in answer to every 
question about anything to 
do with any aspect of my 
reporting, I invoked the Montana shield law. That’s 
done by saying, “I invoke the media shield act. I 
won’t answer any questions about any aspect of my 
reporting.”
The judges never ordered me to answer Lipson’s 
lawyer’s ludicrous questions. I didn’t. I was on the 
stand for about 40 minutes. It was exhausting.
I left the arbitration hearing room with a deeper 
understanding of the laws that protect my profession 
and the threats that linger.
The shield law exists to help guarantee our First 
Amendment freedoms, but it’s fragile.
As in my case, judges won’t always quash 
subpoenas. In some cases, a judge may order a 
reporter to testify or be in contempt of court despite 
the shield law.
“I’m always worried about that,” Meloy said.
Robert Struckman is a reporter for the Missoulian and a 1998 
graduate of the University of California Graduate School of 
Journalism.
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By Meghan Piercy
I pull the heavyweight paper from my pocket and 
slide it across the table.
“Have you ever read this?” I ask Michael Finkel.
He unfolds the placard and scans the Society of 
Professional Journalists’ Code of Ethics — the one I 
received in the mail last summer 
after joining the club online. He 
doesn’t take his eyes off the 
page and says, “I’ve never seen 
this.” He scans down the list, 
then flips it over and surfs the 
other side.
“I think it’s fantastic for just 
skimming it,” he said. “This is 
the sort of thing I’ve learned 
along the way. It was never 
handed to me like this, like my 
Miranda warnings, but this is 
great. Yeah. I broke the rules 
and I got fired.”
Michael Finkel did get fired, 
officially fired, on Feb. 21,
2002, by The New York Times for 
fabricating the protagonist of a story. He misled his 
readers by inventing a composite character, a 
character that depicted the life of a child plantation 
worker in Ivory Coast.
It wasn’t that Finkel didn’t do his reporting. In fact, 
he did and he reported the story quite thoroughly. His 
mistake, his life-altering mistake, fell to the choices 
he made when he wrote it. Instead of writing the story 
he had, instead of distilling the big picture of child 
labor in Ivory Coast from the story of a number of 
boys, Finkel wrote the story as if he had done all his 
reporting on one teenage boy. One boy named 
Youssouf Male.
The story, titled “Is Youssouf Male A Slave?” was 
published Nov. 18, 2001, in The New York Times
Magazine. It follows the year of a boy who 
supposedly slipped out of his home in Mali, against 
his parents’ wishes, and was recruited by a 
labor-broker of sorts, or a slave trader some would 
say. In Finkel’s story, Male toiled on a cocoa
plantation for the next full year. In 
the story, Male would be paid a 
mere $109 for all the time he 
worked.
Indeed there was a boy named 
Youssouf Male. Indeed Finkel met 
him. But the real Youssouf Male 
was not the boy in the photo on 
the front page of the magazine, as 
Finkel, who shot the photo, had 
claimed. After a group called 
Save the Children Canada 
recognized the boy in the 
photograph, they alerted The 
Times' editors to the fabrication.
The editors combed the writer’s 
notes. They discovered that 
indeed he interviewed one boy named Youssouf Male, 
and indeed Male worked on a cocoa 
plantation in Ivory Coast. But Male worked for a few 
weeks, not a year, and he escaped the 
plantation much too early to be paid the pittance that 
Finkel had claimed he received.
But the story goes deeper and, in a convoluted and 
journalistically unethical way, Finkel was telling the 
truth. Through his small-picture lies, he was telling a 
big-picture truth, a truth that few others seemed to be 
telling.
Finkel was not the only journalist reporting on child 
labor on cocoa plantations at the time. He had lots of 
company.
In October 2000, British filmmakers Kate Blewett 
and Brian Woods released a documentary titled
“ I wish that I had the 
self-knowledge that I 
do now, and I wish I 
did then. I wish I had 
the guts to say that I 
felt that my story idea 
might be better.”
- Michael Finkel
Michael Finkel discusses the fabrication that led to his dismissal from
The New York Times in 2002.
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“Slavery: A 
Global
Investigation” 
which investi­
gated cases of 
slavery in rug­
making in 
India, the cocoa 
plantations of 
Ivory Coast and 
domestic slav­
ery in the 
Washington,
D.C. area and 
in London. The 
film won a 
Peabody Award 
for
Documentary.
National Public 
Radio also 
reported on 
child slavery, 
including in 
Ivory Coast, on 
April 18, 2001, on “Talk of the Nation.”
Then there were the Knight Ridder stories. Former 
Africa correspondent Sudarsan Raghavan, now a staff 
writer for The Washington Post, spent months 
reporting on the subject, sometimes with Sumana 
Chatterjee, general reporter for Knight Ridder’s 
Washington bureau. The duo wrote an expose, pub­
lished June 24, 2001.
At least 238 papers that subscribe to the Knight 
Ridder wire ran the story, which turned into a series. 
The work won an armful of journalism awards: the 
George Polk Award for International Reporting, the 
Overseas Press Club Award for Human Rights 
Reporting, the Livingston Award for Young 
Journalists, the Raymond Clapper Award and the 
South Asian Journalists Association Award. Raghavan 
and Chatterjee were finalists in the Goldsmith Award 
for Investigative Journalism.
In an article published in The Miami Herald on 
June 28, 2001, titled, “Ivory Coast accused of 
detaining hundreds of school-age boys” Raghavan 
wrote, “A two-month-long Knight Ridder 
investigation found that boys as young as 11 from 
poor neighboring countries are tricked or sold into 
slavery in Ivory Coast. They often work 12-hour days 
for no pay and are sometimes whipped and beaten.”
The article said 
that the Ivorian 
government, 
fearing a boy­
cott of cocoa, 
launched a mas­
sive campaign 
to round up 
children being 
trafficked as 
slaves. “Two 
weeks ago,” 
Raghavan 
wrote, “Ivorian 
authorities 
handed over 
more than 200 
other boys to 
the Burkina 
Faso Embassy 
in a public 
ceremony. But 
the embassy 
released all but 
four of the boys
after
determining they were not trafficked.”
The truth was confusing. It couldn’t be put in a nut­
shell. Raghavan and Sumana reported that children 
were “sold or tricked into slavery.” They reported on 
beatings, hunger, poor accommodations and the price 
farmers paid for each child — roughly S35. Some 
considered payment for the boys “finder fees.” Some 
preferred the term “slave trader” while others used the 
word “trafficker.” Raghavan reported that the Ivory 
Coast agricultural minister preferred the term “inden­
tured labor” over the word slavery.
No one, it seems, knew what to call the children of 
the plantations. Raghavan and Chatterjee reported that 
the U.S. State Department estimated about “ 15,000 
children between the age of 9 and 12 have been sold 
into forced labor on cotton, coffee and cocoa 
plantations in northern Ivory Coast in recent years.” 
They reported an estimate of 3-million cocoa work­
ers in Ivory Coast at the time of the article. Indeed, 
Raghavan and Chatterjee admitted that, “The scope of 
the problem is impossible to assess with precision.”
In June 2001, Finkel, a contract freelancer for 
The New York Times Magazine, traveled to Ivory 
Coast intending to write a story like the Knight 
Ridder series. He followed the beaten path of other
Freelancer Michael Finkel interviews former 
Ivory Coast cocoa-plantation workers and their 
families at a village in Mali. Photo by jiii Finkel
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journalists who sought the same story. The path, he 
wrote in his 2005 book, “True Story: Murder,
Memoir, Mea Culpa,” led to the heart of cocoa- 
plantation country, to the town of Daloa, specifically 
to the Malian Association of Daloa.
Finkel found himself feeling “uncomfortable” when 
members of the Malian Association of Daloa, whose 
primary purpose was to investigate abuses of Malian 
child workers, were aggressive in asking for money 
from him. One flaunted his stack of journalist 
business cards and “insisted that each one had 
‘contributed’ to the association.”
Although he hadn’t read the SPJ 
Code of Ethics, Finkel intuitively 
knew the code. “Be wary of 
sources offering information for 
favors or money; avoid bidding 
for news.”
The Malian Association set up interviews for Finkel 
with boys who described their captivity, their hunger 
and the severe brutality inflicted on them with whips 
and chains. Finkel became suspicious that each story 
smartly resembled the one that preceded it. Each story 
felt rehearsed. Finally, Finkel asked one boy if the 
whipping drew blood. The boy said it had. Finkel 
asked him if he would be so kind as to take off his 
shirt. Sheepishly the boy removed his shirt. He turned 
around at Finkel’s request.
The boy’s back bore no scars.
Finkel stepped outside the association’s office. He 
approached a group of boys sitting outside the office. 
Most had told Finkel they had been beaten. The 
reporter asked if any of them could reveal the 
scarring. Not one could. Thinking of the scars, Finkel 
later watched the documentary “Slavery: A Global 
Investigation.” He noticed there was a boy with scars. 
He noticed that the filmmakers showed those scars 
repeatedly. He also noticed no other scars showed up 
in the film.
Finkel realized that he would no longer be looking 
for slaves. He would be looking for liars. Having a fat 
New York Times expense account, Finkel took his 
rented four-wheel drive off the well-beaten path and 
rode deep into plantation country. He spoke to at least 
60 workers — none of whom claimed to have been 
beaten. Their living conditions were bad, but their 
injuries were few. He met only one injured boy out 
there: a boy who had whacked himself with a 
machete, then wrapped the gash with a bandana. (A 
detail included in Finkel’s New York Times Magazine 
story as if it were Youssouf Male). Most of the
plantation owners Finkel met lived and suffered much 
like their workers (another detail in Finkel’s Times' 
story). Most workers he met were paid about $14 per 
month, minus their $35 purchase price — about $126 
a year — more than most Malians.
Finkel then located Vincent Deh, a translator for the 
film “Slavery: A Global Investigation.” Finkel had 
brought a copy of the video and watched it with Deh. 
Deh told Finkel it was exaggerated, that he had never 
seen one instance of a slave. In his book, Finkel 
explained Deh’s acceptance of the inaccuracy, “... for 
people to pay attention to your 
work, sometimes you had to 
exaggerate.” Those were 
poignant words.
Next, Finkel went to Mali. He 
spoke with the 
director of Save the Children 
Canada, which had just opened up a center to help 
enslaved children of West Africa. The director, a 
psychologist named Ibrahim Haidara, told Finkel that 
he didn’t think the word “slave” was accurate to 
describe the children; he saw no evidence of abuse.
Finkel contacted a character in the Knight Ridder 
series, Aly Diabate. Reporters Raghavan and 
Chatterjee reported that Diabate was almost 12 when 
he was recruited by a slave trader. He spent 18 
months on a plantation where, they wrote, more often 
than not he was flogged by overseers and older slaves 
with “a bicycle chain or tree branches.” When Finkel 
spoke with Diabate, the boy said he didn’t know his 
age. He guessed 19 — which, according to Finkel 
would have made him 17, not 12, when he was hired 
to work on the plantation.
Although he spent three weeks in Africa, Finkel 
didn’t find what he set out to find. He found some­
thing different. He grew to see that perhaps the real 
story, the one that begged to be told, was the story 
behind the story, the story of a horde of press that had 
perhaps been snowed by a well-run machine. He grew 
to believe that the slippery truth on the west coast of 
Africa lay not in slavery, but in poverty.
Finkel wrote in his book, “I wanted to write about 
the crushing cycle of poverty, and about the suffering 
that young people were willing to endure in order to 
eke out a living. At the same time, I wanted to explain 
how the media can generate misunderstandings, and 
how aid agencies can perpetuate these errors. I wanted 
to demonstrate how we can sometimes see what we re 
looking for instead of what really exists.”
But Finkel’s editor at The New York Times said she
“ I wrote a fake story 
about a fake story.”
Michael Finkel
E l
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didn’t want, to again quote his book, “another story 
accusing the media of getting everything wrong.” She 
asked Finkel if he could write about one worker and 
clarify the murkiness between poverty and slavery.
Finkel said he could.
That’s where he went wrong. And though he wrote 
a lovely narrative, sans quotes, in a uniquely primitive 
voice, about the trials of a hardscrabble human 
existence, he brazenly crossed the line into fiction and 
didn’t tell the reader.
“I wish that I had the self-knowledge that I do now, 
and I wish I did then. I wish I 
had the guts to say that I felt 
that my story idea might be bet­
ter,” Finkel said over a cup of 
tea in Helena, Mont, on Oct. 22,
2005. But, he added, “Nobody 
else is to blame.”
“I wrote a fake story about a 
fake story,” he said.
Finkel was fired in an editors’ 
note on Feb. 21, 2002. The 
journalism community instantly 
shunned him. On April 14, 2002, The Times wrote 
another editors’ note about Finkel. They conducted a 
thorough investigation of his work — he had written a 
total of nine articles for The New York Times 
Magazine. They found two factual errors and a 
potential misleading detail:
1) In “Naji’s Taliban Phase” (Dec. 16, 2001, which 
went to press before The Times discovered the 
fabrication in the Ivory Coast story) the number of 
letters exchanged between two men was reported to 
be 20 —the two men say it was seven.
2) In “Playing War” (Dec. 24, 2000), the name of a 
town was misspelled. Finkel spelled it Hamman; its 
correct spelling is Hamama.
3) In “Desperate Passage” (June 18, 2000), the 
vessel in which Finkel and refugees sailed did not 
sink on its own, as it appeared to be doing in the 
article —the Coast Guard sank it so that it wouldn’t 
interfere with ship traffic.
In other words, Finkel did not have a history of 
deliberate fabrication. He was no Janet Cooke. He 
was no Jayson Blair. He was not a serial deceiver in 
his journalism — he committed the crime but once. 
He intentionally jeopardized his reader’s trust. And he
did, whether he intended to or not, an injustice to 
other journalists by undermining reader’s faith in 
journalists sticking to the truth.
What exactly does a writer owe his reader? The 
truth? His version of the truth? The absolute purity of 
heart without a speck of intent to deceive? What 
about those journalists who make an honest mistake? 
The ones society allows back to work the next day? 
Does it mean a writer’s intent defines the bottom line? 
What about writers who use metaphor? What about 
the pressure on journalists to improve their craft in a
world afflicted with shortening 
attention spans? How about fic­
tion writers who write about 
someone else’s reality, then calls 
the story their own creation? Is 
that any less deceptive or less 
irresponsible to the reader?
Who, then, defines truth?
Finkel says his wife has an 
interesting idea. She is a 
statistician who says that The 
New York Times should have 
had a control group. “They should have picked four or 
five random reporters,” he said, “or some reporters 
that they were skeptical of, and scrutinize their work 
as carefully as mine was ... like random checks on a 
Friday night on the highway.
“I think it would be an interesting thing, every once 
in a while, to randomly pull a journalist name out of a 
hat, three per year, and scrutinize the hell out of their 
work. See what happens. It might scare everyone 
straight. Maybe everyone already is straight. Maybe 
I’m the only one. I don’t know.”
I ask Finkel if he’s sick of apologizing.
Long silence.
“Just about.”
Editor’s Note: Finkel’s work was recently 
published in Backpacker magazine and Men’s 
Journal.
Meghan Piercy worked for 10 years as an 
endangered species observer on hopper dredges 
along the Gulf Coast before coming to UM to 
study for a master s in interdisciplinary studies.
“Be wary of sources 
offering information for 
favors or money; avoid 
bidding for news.”
SPJ Code of Ethics
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Feeding
4 4 P f l l f l  The struggle to
live up to the
H  mm m  media’s cover girls
I d e a l S  °ften leads ,o
eating disorders
Story By Patrick Galbraith
that you aren’t all right,” said Shan Guisinger, an 
eating-disorder specialist with 20 years of clinical 
experience.
The stereotype of physical feminine beauty — thin, 
long-legged, slim-hipped and large-breasted — is 
common to only 5 percent of the world’s population,
and analyst Sung-Yeon 
Park has shown that 
“models” are often 
digitally enhanced to 
create physically 
impossible looks.
As early as 1991, a 
publishing-industry insider 
called digital alterations of 
fashion models and 
celebrities in magazines a 
“retouching epidemic.” 
And Park is certain 
about the effects: 
Contemporary media and 
the advertising that 
supports it stimulate 
“culturally mediated” 
psychoses such as bulimia.
The media in general -  
including most journalistic 
outlets -  stand accused of 
becoming a vast forum for 
the unmitigated diffusion 
of press releases on fitness 
and sex appeal, hyping 
products or medical “discoveries” that aid in reaching 
the ideal body.
This is a bald flouting of journalism ethics. The 
Professional Society of Journalists (SPJ) expressly
In Us Weekly's August 2005 issue, a piece details siren Jessica Simpson’s diet while promoting “The Dukes of Hazzard.” Besides numerous shots of the 
blond bombshell’s enviable physique, the writer 
detailed day by day how Simpson dined on Mexican 
food and french fries and enjoyed dessert at every 
meal.
“It’s absurd to even 
imagine you could 
maintain this diet and this 
body,” said nutritionist 
Derek Little. “She 
obviously works out more 
than is possible for the 
average American, doesn’t 
eat this way often or these 
pictures are doctored.”
Yet the gap between 
media beauty and actual 
people is taken to be fact, 
and not attaining beauty is 
considered to be a failure.
This induces the 
phenomenon of eating 
disorders.
Today, one in five 
college-age women in the 
United States suffers from 
an eating disorder, and 
some 80 percent of the 
entire female population 
feels inadequate about 
their bodies. Recent studies show that media featuring 
“concentration-camp” models are at fault for the 
epidemic.
“You can definitely get the idea from these images
m
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cautions to “[distinguish news from advertising and 
shun hybrids that blur the line between the two.”
Passing off a digitally reduced figure as a “model” 
is in itself a dangerous distortion of the truth.
It is beyond question that people who are vulnerable 
to eating disorders are internalizing digital fakery. 
Media is an addiction for most anorexics, writes Park, 
as they strive for the “digital mirage” and use the 
images for motivation.
More than 60 
percent of 
college-age 
women report 
dysfunctional 
eating behaviors, 
a troublesome 
statistic given 
that the 
magazine 
industry reports 
18-to-24-year- 
olds as its 
largest group of 
readers.
The gap 
between what is 
considered 
beautiful on 
popular TV and 
in newspapers 
and magazines, and the physical reality of the 
majority, is evident in the market of “self- 
improvement” products and services, ranging from 
hair dye and makeup to tanning salons, diets and 
plastic surgery.
In her award-winning film “Killing Us Softly,” 
anti-advertising crusader Jean Kilboume charges that 
female sexuality in advertisements is increasingly 
artificial: The female face is a makeup mask and her 
body is dismembered breasts and limbs. The 
objectified body is separate from and more important 
than any “self’ and in constant need of alteration, 
improvement and disguise.
Health and beauty publishing inhabits a “saturated 
market that still can’t seem to get enough,” said a 
Barnes and Noble representative. While consumers 
are accountable for their choices, the uniquely 
pervasive presence of media in people’s daily lives 
has a power of normalization far beyond what many 
realize.
According to the Center for Media Design, the 
average American spends more than nine hours a day 
exposed to some type of media, more than any other 
waking activity.
Kilboume’s research shows that the average U.S. 
citizen is exposed to more than 2,000 ads a day, and 
will spend one and a half years of his or her life 
watching television commercials, “constituting 
perhaps the most powerful educational force in
society.”
In today’s 
media world, 
decidedly 
invasive 
messaging, be it 
subliminal or 
overt statements 
on personal 
wellness, is 
nearly 
inescapable.
Accordingly, 
there has been a 
marked
demoralization 
among women in 
recent
generations that 
Kilboume refers 
to as “an
impoverishment of spirit.”
Small wonder that suicide attempts for girls peak at 
ages 13 and 14, when self-awareness first reveals to 
many that they do not meet media ideals.
Increasingly such ideals are physically unattainable. 
Adbuster’s exposed documents revealing that to make 
it onto the cover of GQ magazine, Michelle Pfeiffer 
required enough airbrushing and body-facial toning to 
warrant a full page of computer-manipulation 
instructions.
Not even Marilyn Monroe, sex icon of the 1950s, 
would cut it today. Her 1990s equivalent would be 
about five inches taller and weigh 25 pounds less -  
never mind how she might look in the 2000s, when 
supermodel Tyra Banks requires retouching.
The diminishing feminine ideal has been well 
documented, with research pointing to a 
contemporary model who weighs 25 percent less than 
what is considered to be a healthy weight for a 
woman.
Photo Illustrations by Rebekah McDonald
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Most news editors and ethicists condemn digital 
manipulation of reality, but magazine editors and TV 
producers are more tolerant. Cosmetic changes in 
photos are common because magazine covers and 
stars’ appearances are crucial to sales.
The basis for allowing this has and continues to be 
creativity and freedom of expression. If the subject 
isnot news itself, images can be altered to entertain 
and stimulate.
Media law overwhelmingly supports that external 
sources cannot be held liable for people’s personal 
choices. But few would contend that sickness is a 
conscious choice. Media indoctrinates, effectively 
compromising one’s power to make a decision 
without duress.
Media and production of images is an art, but one 
that has psychological consequences for an audience 
and involves a technology that pits the moral principle 
of protecting artistic freedom against the moral 
principle of protecting public health.
Maverick feminist scholar Catharine MacKinnon 
says it’s as simple as patriarchy: men use 
“pornographic” media to hold women down. “Man 
fucks woman; subject verb object.”
Indeed, nine out of 10 participants in diet programs 
are female and weight is inversely related to sense of 
worth.
“The pleasures promised by media are 
particularly seductive for their implication of pure 
pleasure and fulfillment,” said Albert Borgmann, an 
ethics professor at the University of Montana. Today, 
he observed, the “good life” means weight loss and 
beauty, mistaken goals that offer no lasting 
satisfaction and ultimately end in depression.
Adolescents are particularly vulnerable to such 
messages.
“Most teenagers ... find it difficult to resist or even 
question the dominant cultural messages perpetuated 
and reinforced by the media,” writes Kilboume.
“Mass communication has made possible a kind of 
national peer pressure that erodes private and 
individual values and standards.”
Still, media cannot be solely faulted for reflecting 
public will.
“The virtue of economy is that we all take 
responsibility for how the arrangement of our physical 
surroundings influence us,” Borgmann said.
“Why can’t we exercise more 
discretion when we choose news that feeds this ... 
image? ... We are complicit in ... cultural
misconceptions,” said Jerry Brown, dean of the 
University of Montana School of Journalism. “We are 
all stuck in a popular-culture tsunami unless we use 
that one part we only tend to think about when 
somebody mentions Alzheimer’s.”
Brown argues that media venues attempt to 
stimulate readers with aggressive coverage of health 
and beauty, which reinforces the harmful body 
stereotypes that citizens “demand.” But for him any 
critique accusing media of victimizing people without 
asking further questions is shortsighted.
Brown charges that “self-centered and self- 
absorbed consumers are too lazy and dependent on 
visual and spoken media. They demand health reports, 
and the myriad media respond and contribute to a 
cultural climate encouraging people to obsess about 
their bodies.
In a global media economy, this debauched view of 
health and beauty is exported as easily as microchips. 
In India, the traditional ideal of feminine stoutness has 
been compromised by athletic Indian MTV VJs, 
utterly indistinguishable from their Western 
counterparts.
“People begin to associate the wispy body with the 
fabulous lifestyles depicted,” said Kimber Haddix 
McKay, a University of Montana anthropology 
professor.
By remaining unaware of the profound influence of 
an omnipresent media, journalists are remiss in civic 
duties to effectively utilize a potent educational tool.
Edward R. Murrow himself articulated that as early 
as 1958, when he gave an address extolling the evils 
of advertising infiltrating the mechanism of media.
Society has lost perspective. It is up to journalists to 
encourage awareness and curb the trend of anorexic 
beauty. The powerful normalization and subliminal 
impact afforded by the mass media is both a 
privilege and a responsibility. Refusing to act 
would be -  and is -  unethical.
Patrick Galbraith graduated in December 
2005from the University of Montana School of 
Journalism. An anime scholar and deep thinker 
(not mutually exclusive terms), Patrick is 
attending graduate school at Tokyo Daigaku.
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“The Best American Magazine Writing 2005”
The American Society of Magazine Editors has done readers a favor by 
compiling an eclectic array of magazine pieces from 2005 in “The Best 
American Magazine Writing 2005.” This collection captures extraordinary 
writing on the issues and developments of the year. Touching, controversial 
and epic stories paint a picture of what was going on in the United States in 
2005, including “Torture at Abu Ghraib” by The New Yorker's Seymour M. 
Hersh, “American Communion” by David Kamp of Vanity Fair on the final 
days of Johnny Cash’s life and “Was Darwin Wrong?” by the National 
Geographic's David Quammen.
By providing one volume with the best pieces of the year, ASME has 
made it easier to throw out those heaping piles of magazines cluttering 
most journalists’ homes. Granted, selections appeal to a variety of tastes, 
meaning each reader will appreciate them differently.
The simple solution to this dilemma: Read the ones that look intriguing and 
skip the ones that don’t. As a whole, the compilation serves as a record of the 
times while also preserving the writing of some of the best journalists in the 
nation.
- Trista Steers
“Sex and the City”
In the book that spurred the hit series “Sex and the City,” Candace Bushnell
explores the relationships between men and women who reside in the Big Apple. 
Originally published in The New York Observer as a brutally honest and 
scandalous column about single women in the city, “Sex and the City” is now 
an outrageous and entertaining must read.
The combination of Bushnell’s columns into this book is brilliant; the 
stories are witty, unrelenting and hilarious accounts from men who worship 
models, to the chic club atmosphere and the difficulties of marriage in 
Manhattan.
Bushnell, who spent hours talking with her friends about relationships, sex, 
youth, breakups and much more, writes intriguing true-life tales about her 
friends and their lives in the city.
As an observer, Bushnell writes about the fast-paced lifestyles of different 
people in New York City, such as Carrie, Mr. Big, Stanford Blatch and 
Samantha Jones.
The book is a modem, sexy and scandalous look into one of the world’s most 
glamorous cities, with the endless party scene, the drugs, the beautiful women and the 
toxic bachelors. There are stories of lust, love, hatred, men who cheat and women who get pregnant, 
spending weekends in the Hamptons and going on vacation to St. Barts.
“Sex and the City” is a fascinating read and beautifully written.
- Jesse A. Zirwes
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“Thunder Run: The Armored Strike to Capture Baghdad”
David Zucchino’s “Thunder Run: The Armored Strike to Capture Baghdad” is a 
very detailed nonfiction account of the ground attack on Baghdad at the start 
of the Iraq War. Zucchino does an excellent job of reporting a play-by-play 
account of the strike because he was right there. The reader gets a good 
grasp on what the troops were going through during one of the biggest 
battles of the war. Every chapter is packed with great details and plenty 
of information to chew on.
Zucchino breaks down the complex subject of war and weaponry to 
everyday language.
He also takes the time to develop the people involved -  commanders, 
troops and even some civilian Iraqis -  and he follows their struggles 
throughout the battles.
This book is a good read for anyone who wants to know what the troops are 
experiencing in Iraq, and for anyone who’s interested in how modem wars 
operate. “Thunder Run” is not an “easy read,” but that’s only because there is 
so much information to absorb.
-Sarah Galbraith
“In the Name of Terrorism”
Ill THE NAME OF TERRORISM
Presidents on Political Violence 
in the Post'W orld War 11 Era
Most Americans would say the "war on terror" began with the attacks of Sept.
11, 2001. At least, that’s how the term entered the American lexicon, driving 
the so-called Bush Doctrine of preemptive warfare.
But the "terrorism" label itself, or the threat of enemies both frightening and 
hard to define, has long been a tool of American presidents in gaining public 
support.
"In the Name of Terrorism," by Carol K. Winkler, a professor of 
communication at Georgia State University, examines how the executive 
branch has portrayed terrorism since the end of World War II.
While the "terrorist" label has proved effective in gaining the support of 
Congress for military actions, Winkler says, the problem has been that the 
military actions of all countries, including those of the United States, can 
sometimes be hard to distinguish from the actions of "terrorists."
That’s where rhetoric comes in, says Winkler.
Presidents such as George Bush — and Lyndon Johnson during the Vietnam 
War — have exploited the label to its fullest.
"In the Name of Terrorism" is a fascinating study in American nationalism. It would be a valuable read for 
anyone who wonders about the difference between lives lost by "terrorists," and lives lost at the hands of 
"soldiers."
- Ethan Robinson
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Silly Journalists!
Jokes are serious business
Journalism is a completely serious endeavor and should never be poked 
fun at, ridiculed or used as humorous material.
Superman, shouldn't 
you do something?
Oh, Lois. I'm a 
reporter.  Reporters don't 
i n t e r f e r e  with horrible tragedies 
we simply r e p o r t  them
Klaus Shmidhesier
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THANK YOU UM
From the classroom to the newsroom, the 
University of Montana played a key role in these 
Great Falls Tribune employees' careers:
When I consider whether to use 
dashes or parentheses, I think back 
to my news writing classes and the 
University of Montana School of Jour­
nalism professors who were passion­
ate — even worked up — about punc­
tuation. What I learned there stuck. 
When I get a public document from 
an unwilling public official, I thank 
media law. Those professors suffered 
no slouches, and they handed me a 
diploma when I was newsroom-ready. 
Cl assmates are now friends, and 
today we exchange published stories 
for critiques instead of homework 
assignments.
— Keila Szpaller, reporter, UM 
School of Journalism master's, 2003
Michael Babcock 
Dennis Baran 
Linda Caricaburu 
Rich Ecke
Cathy (Kauffman) Gretch 
Liz Hahn
Stacy (Byrne) Haslem 
Dan Hollow 
Peter Johnson 
Butch Larcombe 
Sonja Lee 
Leon Lenz
Barbara Mittal 
Chelsi Moy 
Gary Moseman 
Pete Nowakowski 
Matt Ochsner 
Jackie (Galt) Rice 
Kim Skornogoski 
Keila Szpaller 
Scott Thompson 
Take Uda
Paula (Latham) Wilmot
2006 interns: Alex Strickland 
and Adam Sings in The Timber
GREAT FALLS
Sometimes I thought my professors 
at the University of Montana School 
of Journalism were torturing me. 
I always had faith but never fully 
realized their intentions until after 
I entered the world of newspapers. 
They have been here before and 
know what it takes to prepare jour­
nalists for the newsroom. I learned 
to manage my time and function un­
der deadline pressure. I use the writ­
ing and editing skills I learned at UM 
every day, and I wouldn't trade my 
experience there for anything. I 
could've done without a few of the 
all-nighters at the Kaimin, though.
— Pete Nowakowski, copy editor, 
2003 UM journalism graduate
Journalistes
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A Montana Farewell
Photos by 
Dianne Bentz
Shai Scheffer, 10, hams for the camera while taking a break from her rodeo riding. 
A typical fifth grader, she's not a huge fan of school, but she does like math because 
she's "good at it." Scheffer has accomplished a lot in her short life. Last year, she 
won 2004 All-Around Cowgirl at the Ravalli County Rodeo and placed third in state 
wrestling against the boys in her 55-pound wrestling class. She also broke ponies 
and rode calves.
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